FOXY NEWSLETTER

"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY"

Dear Brother Hoehn:

You bring up a subject of great concern to many Adventists since MAXWELL of LLU led the pack in 1979 to 1981 - to hit that theme all across America in Adventist Camp-meetings. The history of this has been given elsewhere. To us it is a fulfillment of the scene given by Ellen White in relation to the Prophet EZEKIEL and the Angels that come OUT of the TEMPLE of God (Will Satan be among them?) - with "SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS" in their hands, commissioned to "FOLLOW" the SEALING ANGEL and "SLAY UTLTERLY" - all who do not have the "MARK" of God's SEALING APPROVAL.

AT ONCE

We enter a complexity of problems. WHO is SEALED - and WHO is NOT! I know that you are well aware the ONLY ONES SEALED - "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" - T3:227 - "Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of Jerusalem, and set a MARK upon the FOREHEADS of the men that SIGH and that CRY for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be done...IN THE CHURCH...But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of all those who do not thus SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." T3:266-7.

But now we enter another dimension - above we see WHO is SEALED and WHY. We also saw partly those who will NOT be considered WORTHY to be SEALED - but will be SLAUGHTERED. There we enter another field - how much of this will be done with seven killer PLAGUES - among which are worldwide "Pest-TILES" in the SEALING TIME. Taken OUT of EW 48 - because: "I saw that those who had the MEANS, were required to help speed those MESSENGERS, that God had called to labor in his cause,"
and as they went from place to place, (NOT from BIG CHURCH to BIG CHURCH - but from HOUSE to HOUSE!) It will be a "MESSAGE" that will "ARouse THE CHURCHES!" T8:160. "To those who GO OUT to meet the BRIDEGROOM is this MESSAGE given!" COL 420. In the hour of GREATEST DARKNESS - "AT THIS TIME A MESSAGE from God...The LAST rays of merciful LIGHT, the LAST MESSAGE of MERCY..." COL 415. For a time there is seen NO DIFFERENCE in the ranks of Adventists. But now, when souls are brought FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH - a difference will be seen." COL 408,411-5. "He will call men from the PLOW and from other occupations to give the LAST NOTE OF WARNING to perishing souls...to labor from HOUSE TO HOUSE." T9:170,172.

"I saw that those who had the MEANS, were required to help speed those MESSENGERS, that God had called to labor in his cause, and as they went from place to place, they would be SAFE from the PREVAILING PESTILENCE. But if any went that were NOT SENT of God, they would be in danger of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE... Soon the DEAD and DYING will be all around us. I saw that some will even make sport of the JUDGMENTS of GOD. Then the SLAIN of the Lord will be from one end of the Earth, to the other - they will not be LAMENTED, GATHERED, nor BURIED; but their ill savor will come up from the face of the WHOLE EARTH. Those ONLY who have the SEAL of the Living God, will be sheltered from the storm of WRATH, that will soon fall on the heads of those who have rejected the truth." PRESENT TRUTH - Sept. 1849. p.32. RH 1:11. Isa. 28:22; 10:23. Jer. 8:2; 14:12. T1:268. SG 4:58. TM 420. (LEFT OUT of EW 48 - WHY?)

WITH WHOM DOES THE SLAUGHTERING START?

As JUDGMENT begins with the house of God - EZEKIEL saw it start with "ABOUT" four and twenty Adventist Ministers on EASTER MORN - greeting the RISING SUN on SUNDAY. The most favorite day of the DRUNKEN, FORNICATION HEATHEN. Ezekiel 9 is the SEALING CHAPTER - Ezekiel 8 is the ABOMINATION CHAPTER.

WILSON and HIS "ME-TOOS" will deny this:

"DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are in the CHURCH. The Spirit of God, which prompts to REPROOF, is...made of none effect...
will be LEFT without the SEAL of God. The Lord commissions His MESSENGERS, the men with SLAUGHTER WEAPONS in their hands: "Go ye AFTER him through the city, and SMITE; let not your eye pity; SLAY UTTERLY...but come not near any man up-on whom is the MARK; and BEGIN at My Sanctuary. Then they BEGAN at the ancient men which were BEFORE the House."

There goes ANOTHER Laodicean tradition - that all the bad eggs will up and LEAVE the basket - in the SEALING TIME - but here they are PREACHING AWAY - still standing "BEFORE THE HOUSE" - and WHAT is their SERMON? Here it is:

"Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord's Sanctuary - was the FIRST to feel the stroke of the WRATH of God. The ANCIENT MEN...had betrayed their TRUST...and THEY SAY: "The Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit HIS PEOPLE in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not bark...ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211-212.

THE CHURCH IS TRIUMPHANT

Since the Church Leaders have become more interested in WOOING the great and mighty men of Earth - the GOLIATHS of COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY - pledging allegiance to WAR LORDS - and CIVIL DEFENDING the cities that the Lord has pledged to ANNihilATE.

They have well nigh FORGOTTEN the unique message that is ONLY found in the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE.

THE SEALING

What looks like STABILITY in a stable World - this scene is due for a SUDDEN CHANGE! We have been trying to visualize it for over 50 years. It is the FORMATION of a NEW CHURCH! It is the CRUMBLING of EVERY CHURCH! Some more, some less. Men like Hal Lindsey probably read Sr. White's account in EW 78-81 - and hallucinated that into their RAPTURE!

ELLEN WHITE visualized the SEALING - beginning with a NEW MOVEMENT - GC 464. The PATH in MY FIRST VISION - that FEW there be that FIND IT!
The Angel showed her the **BEGINNING of the PATH** would be the **MIDNIGHT CRY!** A call **OUT** of the **LAODICEAN CHURCH,** before the **SAME CALL** goes to the other Churches - as the **MIDNIGHT CRY - SWELLS INTO THE LOUD CRY!**

---

**FOOLISH and WISE**

There we see the **FOOLISH** and the **WISE** - and their **SEPARATION** for all eternity. This is no sudden **RAPTURE!** But what may be a seven year period as it comes to a **CLIMAX.** In **ARMAGEDDON** - which is the "**VOICE OF GOD HOUR.**"

---

**LEFT OUT OF YOUR GC 490-1**

"It is **COURT WEEK** with us, and the decision passed upon each case will be **FINAL!**" **1884 GC 315.**

---

Would you like to **IMAGINE** the **CHAOS** in the **HOMES** - the **NATION** - the **CHURCH** - as a **NEW CHURCH** begins to **FORM** - as the **144,000 SEALED PHILADELPHIAN SAINTS** find each other - and the **WOLF PACK** also "GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER **...0 NATION NOT DESIRED...** before the **FIERCE ANGER** of the **Lord come upon **YOU**" **T1:180. (FOOTNOTES to STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS.**

---

**ANY PLOTTING**

By the **WOLF PACK** will **INSTANTLY** be **THWARTED** by the **ANGEL DOUBLE GUARD** seen in the **SAME CHAPTER - T1:181.**

See it in **EW 271** top of page. And see the **LOUD CRY follows the SEALING** among Adventists - bottom of page. The FROOM - WILSON MOB deny all that as they **THINK** they will **PLUNGE straight into the **LOUD CRY** - without the **MIDNIGHT CRY** - as they have been teaching the MINISTRY in the CEMETERY. The real place of the **DEAD. DEAD to God and to this World. Out of touch with REALITY.**

---

**LOVE Slobber Sermons**

They learned **UNLIMITED LOVE** from the **HEPPENSTALLS** with their **YARD LONG LIST of BABYLONISH DEGREES** - but forget to add BABYLON'S **HELL TORMENT** theories to **ADD** to all that **LOVE!" LOVE is dwelt upon as the chief attribute of God, but is **DEGRADED to a WEAK SENTIMENTALISM,** making little distinction between **GOOD and EVIL.**
God's JUSTICE, His DENUNCIATION of SIN, the requirements of His Holy LAW, are all kept out of sight. The people are taught to regard the DECALOGUE as a DEAD LETTER. (The very thing that HEPPENSTALL from CALIFORNIA and MARTER from ENGLAND did in the R&H - YEARS before FORD and BRINSMEAD!) ...the DECALOGUE...a DEAD LETTER. Pleasing, bewitching FA- BLES captivate the senses...IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, (once they fall for that) in their own strength, to BREAK AWAY from the BE- WITCHING, ALLURING SPELL. (Read on!) GC 558.

WHY DID WE QUOTE THAT - ???

Because all this is PART and PARCEL of "GOD DOES NOT DE- STROY!" Alleging that His great LOVE would not permit it! These people do not have the FIRST IDEA about the CHARAC- TER of GOD and PURITY!

Nor do they have the true evaluation of this World. It is said that a WILD PIG from BORNEO never looks up - unless he hears a SOUND. Therefore the natives build a very low plat- form in the trees - from which to spear a wild pig.

Some who read about those who go OUT into DARKNESS are unable to see that no one needs to go OUT of ANYTHING. But just go IN to that FALLEN CHURCH in its HOUR of the OMEGA and DARKNESS IMPENETRABLE. You remember 1960? We had REFORMERS everywhere - but they went BACK to the Church via the 1960 AWAKENING! And have not been seen or heard from since. What did they do - go OUT of the books in Heaven? Or are they unable to look UP - cannot fathom what it means to look UP as the man with the dirt brush sweeps them OUT of his last CASKET-CHURCH - seen in EW 81-3. RH 1:574; 3:195-6,279. 1884 GC 59. ST 3:191,246,277,317,333, 368. ARA 264. SM 1:266. COL 117. T6:132,261. PK 409. BC 3:1154.

CAST NOT PEARLS BEFORE SWINE

Incapable of looking UP! They see only THIS WORLD! And that CHURCH! Unable to see this World was QUARANTINED so SIN does not GET AWAY into the MYRIADS and GALAXIES of the ENDLESS UNIVERSE! So for their benefit in LOVE - He must DEMONSTRATE Satan's rule - and AFTER THAT - BURN UP all the RUBBISH - so as to make a CLEAN START!
"LOVE, no less than JUSTICE, demanded that God's JUDGMENTS should put a CHECK on SIN. The AVENGING WATERS swept over the LAST RETREAT, and the DESPISERS of God perished in the black depths...ANOTHER STORM IS COMING. The Earth will AGAIN be swept by the desolating WRATH of God, and sin and sinners will be DESTROYED." PP 34,101-4,109, 492.

"In MERCY to the World, God BLOTTED OUT its wicked inhabitants in Noah's time. In MERCY He DESTROYED the corrupt dwellers in Sodom...It is in MERCY to the UNIVERSE that God will finally DESTROY the rejectors of his GRACE." 1884 ORIGINAL GC 363-4. GC 542-4.

IT IS IN THE LIGHT OF THIS THAT IS HAS BEEN WRITTEN:

"The transgression of God's LAW...is SIN. And the NONEXECUTION of the PENALTY of that SIN would be a CRIME in the divine administration." (Read the rest of it - BC 7:951-959.) DA 761,764. SEE INDEX - "JUDGMENTS."

Because we live in the midst of SIN - we do not feel the REPULSION we will feel after the 1,000 years away from this World.

We have NEVER seen SIN as it really is. We have been PROTECTED by the ANGELS and the HOLY SPIRIT working on men's hearts.

But the day is coming and now is when the Spirit of the Lord will be WITHDRAWN from the Earth. And men LEFT to their own devises and Satan. We have this testimony:

"At that time shall MICHAEL stand up...and there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a nation even to that same time; and at that time Thy people shall be DELIVERED, every one that shall be found written in the Book. WHEN THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE CLOSES...EVERY CASE HAS BEEN DECIDED...The RESTRAINT which has been upon the WICKED is REMOVED, and SATAN has ENTIRE CONTROL of the finally impenitent. God's long suffering has ENDED...Satan will then plunge the inhabitants of the Earth into one great FINAL TROUBLE."
As the Angels of God CEASE TO HOLD IN CHECK the fierce WINDS of HUMAN PASSION, all the elements of STRIFE will be LET LOOSE. The whole World will be involved in RUIN more terrible than that which came upon JERUSALEM of old." GC 613-4.

We quote this from the GC that everyone has. Check this with ORIGINAL 1884 GC 431-36. The "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" people ROIL in THIS! But forget to READ ON:

"A SINGLE ANGEL DESTROYED all the firstborn of the Egyptians, and filled the land with mourning. When David offended against God by numbering the people...ONE ANGEL caused that terrible DESTRUCTION by which his sin was punished. THE SAME DESTRUCTIVE POWER exercised by HOLY ANGELS when God commands, will be exercised by EVIL ANGELS when He PERMITS: There are forces now ready, and only WAITING (Yes! God is WAITING!) WAITING the divine permission, to spread DESOLATION EVERYWHERE!" GC 614.

WHO ARE WE DEALING WITH?

1) We are dealing with GOD - the MAJESTY of the UNIVERSE.
2) He has a LAW - without which the UNIVERSE would DIS-INTEGRATE into a SHOCKING SHAMBLES!
3) Three elements contest that LAW. (a) Satan. (b) Demons. (c) Wicked. Will He let them have their way?
4) A mother may have a rebellious son. As mothers may do, she will defend that son - come hell or high water. If saved - this may gnaw away at her for the ceaseless age of eternity. So she needs a lesson. Also the "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" PEOPLE need a lesson. Also any who have some remnants of HELL FIRE TORMENT need a lesson. They will be given three lessons.

In the plan of providences of God - moral behavior CANNOT and WILL NOT be FORCED. Those who believe it CAN - will have a taste of their own medicine.

(A) In the Seven Last Plagues they "BLASPHEMED...GOD...and REPENTED NOT!" Again and again. Rev. 16:9,11,21. NEVER BEFORE ON EARTH was there such a people. NO HOLY SPIRIT. NO CONSCIENCE. NOTHING to hold them in check but FEAR of REPRISAL.
(B) Satan and his demons were so busy causing TROUBLE on EARTH - but NOW for 1,000 years they have NO ONE TO TEMPT but themselves. This will be a HELL for the UNIVERSE and the SAINTS to WATCH - a scene no pen can picture.

(C) After the 1,000 years - "The REST of the DEAD lived not again until the 1,000 years were FINISHED." Rev. 20:5. Now Satan and his demons spring to action. They build huge FACTORIES to make WEAPONS OF WAR such as the World has never seen. Now all the WAR LORDS will be in their GLORY! GC 664. This may be 100 years. Isa. 65:20. What will go on there - MERCY has not RECORDED. But you can imagine the HOSPITALS they will have to throw up - even though NONE CAN DIE during this period - yet they will have to attach ARMS, LEGS, and EARS hacked off as they take after each other. THAT MOTHER, SEEING THAT - will go to God and BEG HIM to put her son out of his MISERY! Who will want to PERPETUATE THAT KIND OF EXISTENCE! Now they understand why God "IN MERCY TO THEMSELVES" must DESTROY them. For they are MISERABLE - for everyone else. There is only ONE CURE LEFT - put an END to them!

ALL THE UNIVERSE WILL AGREE

Even Satan will bow and confess that he is better off DEAD! The Wilsons that say they are "in need of NOTHING" - unless they repent that Laodicean harlot "SHALL ABHOR HERSELF!" T8:250.

After 1,000 years of NOTHING but the company of DEMONS - and then 100 years of preparing for WAR - the BICKERING and FIGHTING that will go on in that crew without any restraint - for they wanted none - when they finally march on the New Jerusalem city that has come down from Heaven 100 years before - "AT LAST the order to advance is given!" GC 664. Instead of marching up to take the city, the tables are turned.

As the wicked hordes come closer and closer to the city, their finger on the trigger, ready to blast the city with NEUTRON BOMBS - the CLOSER they come - the more AMAZED they are at their own appearance in contrast with the Saints. "AS IF ENTRANCED!" GC 668. They realize only too well, they do not have a ghost of a chance to take the city. All LIES are at an end.

- 8 -
"SATAN SEEMS PARALYZED as he beholds the GLORY and MAJESTY of Christ...MEMORY RECALLS...his STUBBORN PER-
SISTENCE in MAKING NO EFFORT...As Satan looks upon his kingdom, he sees only FAILURE and RUIN. He has led the MULTITUDES...And now Satan bows down, and CONFESSES the JUSTICE of his sentence...The HOUR has come...The TIME has come...The DAY has come..." GC 669-72.

HOW WILL WILSON is his vehement declarations of INFALLIBIL-
ITY - aiding and abetting FORD–NUMBERS–LAWYERS to TEAR DOWN the SOP, the AARON that built a modern GOLDEN CALF - instead of FIRING FORD ON THE SPOT! Giving him six months TIME to STREAMLINE his ATTACK on ELLEN WHITE. Go to hear REA and give him some RECOGNITION. Will ONE of his "200 administrators and scholars" - R&H Dec. 17, 1981 - p.4,5.

Is there ONE of them that will call attention to the divine PREDICTIONS of the PROPHET - who outlines EXACTLY what they are doing? Will he ask REA to PROVE just WHERE she PLAGIA-
RIZED this from?

This Adventist LITTLE HORN would cast the "PLACE" of His Sanctuary to the ground! With DESOLATION to follow. Daniel 8:9,11–13. THEN the SEALING will START - and the SLAUGH-

1 - 2 - 3 - 4

(1) "It is Satan's plan to WEAKEN the FAITH of God's people in the Testimonies."
(2) "NEXT follows SKEPTICISM in regard to the vital points of our faith, the PILLARS of our position,
(3) "THEN DOUBT as to the Holy Scriptures...

WILSON - "...we also must REJECT the IDEA of BIBLICAL INER-
RANCY and VERBAL INSPIRATION!" p.5. R&H Dec. 17, 1891.

Then - as is the way with clever PSYCHOLOGISTS of the FROOM TYPE - DENY that he MEANS what he SAID!

(3) "THEN DOUBT as to the Holy Scriptures,
(4) "AND THEN the downward march to PERDITION.
(5) "When the TESTIMONIES, which were once believed, are DOUBTED and GIVEN UP, Satan knows the deceived ones will NOT STOP AT THIS, and he REDoubles his EFFORTS..."

(6) "TILL he launches them into OPEN REBELLION..."

(7) "Which becomes INCURABLE..."

(8) "And ENDS in DESTRUCTION!" T4:211. PUR 112.

WHO DOES THE DESTROYING - ???

(1) Six Angels come out of the temple in Heaven, by way of the higher gate. And ONE among THEM has a WRITER'S INK-HORN by his side. (This SEALING ANGEL also has a DESTROYING WEAPON - to PROTECT the SAINTS - in case he has to - he will cut down the wicked - ON THE SPOT! What difference does that make? They are NO GOOD anyway.)

(2) The SLAUGHTERING ANGELS FOLLOW him - to CUT DOWN any who have the WRONG MARK.

(3) Now we have two problems here. (A) Do the EVIL ANGELS come out of the temple in Heaven? (B) There are many NOT MARKED YET! If SATAN is the ONLY "DESTROYER" - how is he going to SLAUGHTER the RIGHT ONES - when he cannot see the WRONG MARK? (Nor the RIGHT MARK!)

"SATAN...will stir up the WICKED to DESTROY God's people...but the LITTLE COMPANY who KEEP the Commandments of God are RESISTING his SUPREMACY. If he could BLOT THEM from the Earth, his TRIUMPH would be COMPLETE. He sees that HOLY ANGELS are GUARDING them, and he INFERS that their sins have been pardoned; BUT HE DOES NOT KNOW that their cases have been decided in the Sanctuary above." GC 618. (He does not KNOW!)

You see what happens when people start DENYING one thing, like the clattering of DOMINOES FALLING OVER - they get to denying EVERYTHING! The TESTIMONIES are MIXED UP! The BIBLE is not TRUE! God is so LOVING UNLIMITED - that He saves them ALL! Even Satan! (UNIVERSALISM!)

This is January 15, 1982. At this point - GOD'S LAST CALL by Mike Clute came in the mail for December 1981.
So I will have to change my plans for what I was going to write. I will go quickly through what I was going to deal with, and then turn to this **TURN OF EVENTS**.

By the Fred Wright turncoat and Mike Clute. **TALMUDISTS**

FEW people care to meet issues. FEW people care what others believe. A **SURPRISING NUMBER** are now taken up with FORD. But still VERY FEW really know what it is all about. What MOST are interested in is that Ford was **FIRED**! But that ONE is as **WRONG** as the OTHER - in **THEOLOGY** - they do not seem to know or care. When the **AWAKENING** brought the **SAME ERRORS** since 1960 - they do not seem to fathom. The only reason they are now interested - is because **WILSON** turned it into a **HOOPLA SHOW**. Spent **MILLIONS** of dollars to feature FORD - CONTRELL - NUMBERS - REA.

It is the **LAWYERS** that are bringing this to a head. It was their **FORUMS**. To tear down **ELLEN WHITE**.

There never was such **CONFUSION** in the ranks since 1844. **CONFLICTING** articles appear in the same Church magazines. But, of course, many saw this for many years. But it was usually passed over. Until the contestants began hauling off at each other. The fires stoked by **SPECTRUM**.

The Spirit is being withdrawn from the Earth.

One Minister after the other now comes out of the woodwork. **ADMITTING** they never did believe this or that. Just like **WAGGONER'S DEATHBED CONFESSIONAL**. Like the FORD CULT - he never did believe in the **INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT** nor the **MOST HOLY PLACE**! Some **HONOR** him for it, instead of seeing a **JUDAS HYPOCRITE**. Sold out for a paycheck. When **PERSECUTION** develops - **WATCH** the RATS leaving the SINKING SHIP.

This feeling of **HELPlessness** is a **WONDERFUL THING** - now some can get their act together - what DO they **BELIEVE** and do they know **WHY-2??**

At the risk of pushing out other letters - I will again **PAUSE** to deal a bit with **WILSON** and:
PLAGIARISM

REA – one of those FROOM/ANDERSON 'APPROVED' Ministers to be given the BEST and the BIGGEST 'SEAT OF LIES' – because he imbibed well from the Churches of BABYLON.

(1) Upset the Adventist World by going PUBLIC with his theory that Sr. White "COPIED EXTENSIVELY" from contemporary authors. In a national hook-up with religious writers for newspapers standing by – and editors for religious magazines with the whole World looking on...

(2) WILSON adds his two bits worth by AGREEING with REA – thus setting in EX-CATHEDRA – with no better ACADEMICS and SCHOLARS and THEOLOGIANS around than those he clustered to himself – like KING NEBUCHADNEZZAR.

His MAGICIANS and SOOTHSAYERS and ASTROLOGERS – consulting them did not give him the answer.

SO ALSO WILSON WAS LEFT HOLDING THE BAG –

All his WISE MEN failed him utterly – with the whole World alerted and looking on – newspapers and magazines chortled with glee that the Adventists were led astray by a mediocre woman – who burned the candle at both ends – as she conjured with herself as she poured through COMMENTARIES by others and CLAIMED them as her own...

Once again going to the CATHOLICS to help them out. Just ANOTHER divine prediction that this is what they will do – right into the LAST ACT of the DRAMA. Their LAWYERS and all. GC 443–5, 606–8. Magen 1, 2.

The CATHOLIC LAWYERS did do BETTER than these wonderful THEOLOGIANS who stood TONGUE TIED and HELPLESS. But the IRREPARABLE HARM had been done – WILSON is STILL going to go by these RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY! T5:212.

Who is going to TELL us what to BELIEVE? As they are now digging FURIOUSLY in the garbage cans and dumpsters, trying to find some leftovers from the picnic grounds of the great SPURGEONS – GRAHAMS – MOODIES – PAXTONS – PANNENBERGS – LARSONS – BRUCES – BARNHOUSES – MARTINS – of BABBLING BABYLONIA.
To evaluate that statement all you have to do is obtain three copies a year for $10.00 to see the young hopefuls in Andrews University - as they DIG-DIG-DIG through BOOKS and COMMENTARIES by the HUNDREDS of DOLLARS worth - mixing and blending the vintages to hear the 'OHS' and 'AHS' as their fellows listen in rapt attention to this HIGHER LEARNING - so HIGH it is out of reach of themselves - but they try to grasp at the tail of the vanishing comet.

"The LIGHT which FLAMES UP for a time soon dies out, leaving the DARKNESS more DENSE than before." GC 463.

BUT LIKE DRUNKS GOING FROM BREW TO BREW
Each one better that the last - as you see the LATEST ANDREWS SEMINARY STUDIES - Berrien Springs, MI 49014. (Sent to me by courtesy of Ann DeMichael.) NOT ONE OF THEM will research the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY for subjects like the SEALING - SANCTUARY - MARK - PROBATION - BABYLON - HERBALISM - WARS - COMMUNISM - VOICE OF GOD HOUR - GREAT EARTHQUAKE - HAILSTONES - before Christ comes!
No. Not POPULAR any more in the Wilson classics. Try to PROVE that the TESTIMONIES are worth cherishing? What for?
Since WILSON signed his NAME to FROOM'S FOLLY - MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION - p.16.


AND IN THAT BOOK

WAGGONER message is the LAST MESSAGE p.316, 320, 395, 400, 526, 530, 619, 626.

THE OTHER CHURCHES have the SPIRIT and the POWER and we must apply to a GALAXY of 50 of their writers to find the "GREAT SPIRITUAL AWAKENING!" p.320, 322, 466, 486, 541.

MOODY (p.320) - FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY - (Bible is NOT INNERANT! See WILSON R&H Dec. 17, 1981. p.5) -
DR. CARL C. F. HENRY – RABBI DR. LOUIS GINZBERG, FAMOUS TALMUDIST of the Jewish Theological Seminary – FATHER PETRUS NOBER, Pontifical Biblical Institute of Rome – (p.466-7). ATONEMENT COMPLETED ON THE CROSS! (p.516) – "LAW NEVER MADE ANY MAN RIGHTEOUS BY OBEDIENCE." (How does he know? He never kept it!) PRESCOTT (p.387) – BOURDEAU and URIAH SMITH (p.423) – BEFORE "DANIEL WAS WRITTEN!" (p.425) – WILSON COMMITTEE GATHERING THIS INFORMATION FOR FATHER SABBASTIAN FROOM! Let us go to NOTED SCHOLARS – DR. EDMUND SCHLINK (LUTHERAN) – NOTED BRITISH BIBLE EXPOSITOR, THE LATE DR. W. GRAHAM SCROGGIE OF LONDON – other HOLY HELL PRIESTS – they have the GOOD NEWS and the GOSPEL! (p.466.) DR. ENGLISH (p.470) – We must be IN COMMON with SOUND EVANGELICALS! (p.471) – such as WALTER R. MARTIN (p.473) – WHO LOVE CANRIGHT! (p.472-4.) Nineteen basic beliefs we share IN COMMON with them! (p.476-484.) WE MUST BE IN COMMON with these EVANGELICAL STALWARS! (p.484-5.) "SOUND CHRISTIAN SCHOLARSHIP!" (p.486-8. MUST NOT HEED DISTORTED PROFESSIONAL DETRACTORS – as we seek to be in Ecumenical Unity with them and their "ETERNAL VERITIES!" (p.489.) This they called "THE BIBLE ONLY!" (p.489.)

This "COMING ADVANCE" (p.604) will come through SPAULDING – BRANSON – BUNCH – CLIFFORD – REBOK – PEASE – WAGGONER – DANIULLS – RICHARDS – "IT IS NOT BY WORKS!" (p.619.) ANDERSON (Congregationalist/Presbyterian) – "GRACE and GRACE ALONE!" (p.620.) SHULER and BILLY SUNDAY led to Christ through METHODISM! (p.626-7.) With this 40-year FROOM/WILSON PLAN – "We stand on the THRESHOLD of the GREAT FINAL ADVANCE!" (p.655.)

"METICULOUS and INTENSIVE OBEDIENCE to the MORAL LAW will NEVER produce the requisite RIGHTEOUSNESS in us." (p.670.) "THAT is the FAITH of JESUS!" (p.671.) "MODERN REVIVALS...Many of the revivals which have occurred during the last forty years have given NO EVIDENCE of the work of the Spirit of God...POPULAR REVIVALS are too often carried by appeals to the IMAGINATION, by exciting the EMOTIONS, by PANDERING to the love for what is NEW and STARTLING (Yahweh – Rapture – Age to come!) – Converts thus gained have no more desire to listen to BIBLE TRUTHS...than has the NOVEL READER...A MESSAGE which appeals to UNIMPASSIONED REASON, awakens NO RESPONSE.
The plain WARNINGS of God's Word fall as upon the ears of the DEAD. The converts are NOT RENEWED in HEART and CHANGED in CHARACTER. (Why should they be? Since the LAW cannot - need not be kept?) They do not renounce their PRIDE and LOVE of the WORLD...than before their CONVERSION. In a GENUINE REVIVAL, when the Spirit of God convicts the conscience, the earnest, anxious inquiry will be heard, "What must I DO TO BE SAVED?"...The spirit that rules the World controls the Church...The POWER of GODLINESS has well nigh departed from the Churches...The MAJORITY of Church Members know no tie but that which JOINS them to an ORGANIZED BODY...LOVERS OF PLEASURE more than lovers of God...From such TURN AWAY...Be not deceived by them, do not imitate their practices...SEPARATE from these bodies...the TIME shall come for SUCH A MOVEMENT (FAITH ALONE?)...PROFESSION of GODLINESS will avail NOTHING!" 1884 GC 294–6. (See dastardly CHANGES in your book - GC 461–5.)


"CREeping INTO HOUSES..."

These LAWLESS CREEPS practice what they preach. And then THREATEN the LAW on someone that does NOT go along with them. And their DUMB DOG DOGMA. T5:211–1. But they will find the LAW of God will take hold of them! EW 65.

"The LITTLE REMNANT who love God and KEEP his COMMANDMENTS and are faithful to the END...the BLIND GUIDES...little realizing what is coming UPON THEM...Such, I saw have the CARNAL MIND, therefore are not SUBJECT to the HOLY LAW of God...not looking higher than their LEADERS." EW 69.

FRIDOM - WILSON

"We...hold in high esteem the Christian men and women in other communions who are engaged in wining souls to Christ." QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES - p.625–6. 1957.

ELLEN WHITE

"The Ministers of the popular churches will not allow the TRUTH to be presented to the people from their pulpits. The ENEMY leads THEM..." T8:197.

**WHO IS "US" - ???**

"The Saints will then be an OBSCURE people - little known to the Catholics." Magen 2,3.

So was KING NEBUCHADNEZZAR and all his WISE MEN - SOR-
CERERS - MAGICIANS - unable to answer until LITTLE KNOWN
DANIEL - HANANIAH - MISHAEI - AZARIAH - came up with the
ANSWER!

Even with thirty years of studying with COTTRELL-FIGHUR-
NICHOLS - unable to render the LAST WORD to WILSON -
trembling in his tent - afraid of the LOUDMOUTHED GOLIATH
PHILISTINES from the other churches -

Picturing the Adventist Church being led astray by a woman
who shuffled together writings by others - claiming it was her
own - making them the LAUGHING STOCK of the World.

**WILSON LED THE PACK - the FIASCO of KEY '73 - the MAX-
WELL BOOK - teaching IN COMMON with the other churches
and looking for God to bless their EMPTY VARORINGS! Going
from one LAW SUIT to the next - the LAST WORD we have is
some kind of SECRET DEAL with DAVENPORT - so he could
ABSCOND with MILLIONS to South America. (JESUIT ALSO?)**

1969 - to teach IN COMMON with the other churches. R&H
1970 - that Maxwell book that denies the entire Third Angel's
Message - it is the message of BABYLON.
1972 - Heppenstall - the Adventist KISSINGER - changing the
DIRECTION of BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT - so that PAXTON in
AMAZEMENT and DELIGHT - that ADVENTISM was coming HIS
WAY! The ANGLO-CATHOLIC WAY - the ECUMENICAL ONE-
WORLDER WAY! AWAY from ELLEN WHITE and chasing the
EVANGELICAL BILLY GRAHAM MIRAGE. With ANDERSON selling
out in 1966. - 16 -
In all her "LITERARY BORROWING" - just WHO did she "BORROW" this from: "And what do we see JUST AHEAD?...EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, and universal creed...When THIS shall be gained...it will be only a STEP to the resort to FORCE!" GC 445. 1884 GC 278.

This apple was polished by FROOM/WEEKS in SDA MINISTRY magazines - 1966. ADVENTISM - AWAKENING - REFORM all UNITED in this "GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH" - the "BIG BAR-NUM SPECIAL!" Looking for the LATTER RAIN out of their soggy tent - all the Heavens gave them was a LIGHTNING BOLT that hit old woman PIERSON - Wisconsin Campmeeting. R&H Aug. 9, 1973. p.24

WILSON - fed up with PIERSON - took over the reins of POWER. Revamped the whole structure from the top down - RETIRING those he did not like - before their time. Calling in the LAWYERS. Railroading the SANCTUARY TRUTHS - OUT! All set for 1,000 Blacks-Browns-Yellows - taken in a day - for 1,000 days. SDA MINISTRY, Jan. 1982. p.23.

THE ANTICHRIST

"Satan has combined and will continue to combine with the CHURCHES...THE ENEMY'S LAST GREAT CONFLICT...the LAST BATTLE...Those who become confused in their understanding of the Word, who fail to see the meaning of ANTICHRIST, will surely place themselves on the side of ANTICHRIST. There is no time for us to ASSIMILATE with the World...Thus the Lord permits those who MAINTAIN false plans to be DESTROYED. At the VERY TIME when PRAISE and ADULATION is heard, SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMES." Ellen G. White, Sunnyside, Cooranbong, N.S.W., Australia. The Relief of the Schools - p.15, 17. 1900 (?)

I have been looking for many years for something to happen on EASTER. Ezekiel 8:15-18; 9:1-11; 11:1-21; 13:1-17; 22:3; 24:6,12-14; 33:1-8; 44:7. Next EASTER could be THAT DAY!

"A sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity...have provoked the Holy One of Israel unto anger... (which will end in spite of the "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" people) ...Your country is DESOLATE...Except the Lord of Hosts had left us a VERY SMALL REMNANT,
we should have been as **Sodom**, and we should have been like unto **Gomorrha**.

"Hear the Word of the Lord, ye **RULERS** of **Sodom**; give ear unto the **Law** of our God, ye people of **Gomorrha**...your hands are full of **Blood**... **Learn** to do well; seek **Judgment**... How is the faithful city become a **Harlot**... it shall come to pass in the **Last Days**... they shall go into the **Holes** of the rocks, and into the **Caves** of the Earth, for the fear of the Lord... when He ariseth to **Shake** terribly the Earth... **CEASE YE FROM MAN.**" Isa. 1:4-28; 2:2, 19-22. T8:250. EW 34, 41, 272, 285. T5:753.

"O my people, they which lead thee **Cause** thee to err... Thy men shall **Fall** by the **Sword**, and thy mighty in the **War**... In that day... the fruit of the Earth shall be **Excellent** and **Comely** for them that are **Escaped** of Israel." Isa. 3:12, 25; 4:2. T1: 259, 261-3, 268-71. ARA 497. RH 1:40. SG 4:63. T2:595. EW 213. FCE 482. T5:213. T1:363, 366.

**THE FATAL CHOICE**

**CARL McINTIRE** of **CHRISTIAN BEACON**, Haddon & Irvin Ave., Collingswood, NJ 08108 - has been the major organ in the World to keep track of the **BILLY GRAHAMS** and **FUNDAMENTALISTS** vs **NEO-EVANGELICALS** led by **FULLER SEMINARY** to which LLU sends **ELDER MERSHON** for six years to imbibe at the feet of **HOLY HELL PRIESTS** - as **FORD** was sent by the Australian Conference - paid his way to sit at the feet of **F.F. BRUCE** - 1970 to 1972 - to come back and fill **AVONDALE** and then **IMPORTED** by **HEPPENSTALL** who also learned well from the **BABYLONISH SCHOOLS** - from **TALMUDISTS** and **JESUITS** - not having enough talent since they lost their power - in the **FROOM-WILSON SLAVE CAMP** to men's opinions.

**CHRISTIAN BEACON** advertised to the whole World that **WOODS** of the R&H said in a General Conference Session - that we do not believe the **INERRANCY** of the **BIBLE** nor the **TESTIMONIES**.

**STUBBORN** as the **DEVIL-PHARAOH-PHARISEE-SADDUCEE-PILATE-AHAB-JEZEBEL-JUDAS** - once these **GREAT MEN** - **MIGHTY MEN** - sit in **EX-CATHEDRA** and announce a **POLICY** or **TRADITION** like **JUDAISM** or **ROMANISM** - they can **NEVER REPENT** - **NEVER GIVE UP!** - 18 -
NEVER admit ANY MISTAKE! It is only OTHERS who can come and CONFESSION TO THEM! And they have an endless RETINUE of "ME-TOOS" - ready to FIGHT to the DEATH! To support the ESTABLISHED MOCKERY.

SO WILSON comes out with: "...we also must REJECT the IDEA of BIBLICAL INERRANCY and verbal inspiration." R&H Dec. 17, 1981. p.5.

COTTRELL in a battery of R&H articles - tried to hang that a-round the neck of ELLEN G. WHITE - when the VERY REFERENCES he quoted - PROVED THE VERY OPPOSITE! But not a SINGLE WRITER in Church, Awakening, or Reform will DARE stand up for the TRUTH. With two exceptions! VANCE FERRELL and DAVID A. LEE. (In Dr. Rue's LAYWORKER.)

MIKE CLUTE in his GOD'S LAST CALL - a sort of clearing house for all opinions - may take the RIGHT SIDE part of the time. One thing he is not - he is NOT AFRAID. Which is something VERY RARE nowadays. This is one thing that gives them INFLUENCE - even though they can be as WRONG as the Devil. As we shall see before we get through.

GOD'S LAST CALL, for December 1981. "DAVENPORT INVEST- MENT CRISIS" and "I MET ALBERTO" - mixed in with FRED WRIGHT TRASH.

YOU JUST WATCH! If WILSON takes after certain ones - it will NOT be that school of thought.

"She hath wearied herself with LIES and her GREAT SCUM went forth OUT of her...her SCUM shall be IN THE FIRE!" Ezekiel 24: 6,12-14. "...thy REMNANT shall FALL by the SWORD!" Ezekiel 23:22-26,28-30.

"ASSOCIATE yourselves, O ye people, and ye shall be BROKEN in pieces...for God is with us...Say ye NOT, A CONFEDERACY, to all them to whom THIS PEOPLE shall say, A CONFEDERACY, neither FEAR ye THEIR fear, nor be afraid...He shall be for a SANCTUARY...BIND UP THE TESTIMONY, SEAL THE LAW among My disciples...To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY: if they speak not according to this Word, it is because there is NO LIGHT IN THEM!" Isa. 8:9-20.
"Therefore the Lord will cut off from Israel HEAD and TAIL, BRANCH and RUSH, in one day. The Ancient and Honorable he is the HEAD; and the Prophet that teacheth LIES, he is the TAIL. For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and they that are led of THEM - are DESTROYED...for everyone is a HYPOCRITE!" Isa. 9:14-17. Hosea 10:15.

You want the BIBLE? This is the BIBLE! No wonder they say it is NOT RELIABLE! FULL OF ERROR! Why don’t you ask them such as WHAT? Or are we also to be "DUMB DOGS that will not BARK!...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER!" T1:211-2. "SCUM!"

"ME-TOOS!"

The "ME-TOOS" and the EMPTY CHAFF will be borne away on the WIND; T5:80-1. The ERROR will LODGE and find a NEW HOME - just like the HELL DOCTRINE - once that sinks into the SUBCONSCIOUS - DYNAMITE cannot DISLodge IT. They can read 1,000 references that the WAGES of SIN are DEATH! It makes NO IMPRESSION whatever! Like the JEWISH HORDES in JERUSALEM - they prefer the HIGH PRIEST. And so what is left of them will have to be scraped up with a shovel. There will be so many DEAD BODIES - they will neither be GATHERED nor BURIED nor LAMENTED.

"The Angel declares, "Here are they that KEEP the Commandments of God, and the FAITH of Jesus!...In the issue of the great contest, TWO DISTINCT, opposite CLASSES are DEVELOPED..." 1884 GC 275-6,282. "The Lord God which GATHERETH the OUTCASTS of Israel saith..." 1884 GC 283.

See how this was CHOPPED UP and CHANGED in your GC 435-451. And what was LEFT OUT of SR 384. The TWO CLASSES - LEFT OUT of your GC 446. WE STAND BY THE ORIGINAL!

We let the "ME-TOOS" take the other side!

Who will SEPARATE themselves under one guise or another - from those who worship in the Most Holy PLACE and thereby AT ONCE receive the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of Satan. EW 56 and last panel of 1846 BROADSIDE.

It was the FIRST THING printed on this press. Fritz Alseth set it up as you see it now. The pink one.
IRREPARABLE DAMAGE

Has been done to the influence of the Third Angel's Message and the reputation of ELLEN WHITE by the overdose of STUPIDITY exercised by the so-called THEOLOGIANS and wet behind the ears SCHOLARS of this denomination. Which has given a false sense of LIBERTY and FREEDOM to a certain class.

CTV - May 9, 1981. UNDERGROUND CONNECTIONS

"If we don't put a BIBLE in their hands - the RUSSIANS will put a GUN in their hands!"

WHAT THEY FAILED TO TELL YOU - NOT ONE!

(1) EGW had VISIONS. Scene after scene after scene. Showing the PAST, PRESENT and FUTURE.

(2) You can see her ORIGINAL NOTES - how she struggled to put this in suitable GRAMMAR and COMPOSITION. As she read her notes to JAMES WHITE - SILLY WILLIE writes about this. You can still see her NOTES - where she took their advice to CHANGE the WORDING but not the THOUGHT!

(3) Sometimes it took ten years before she had a book ready. To speed this up and handle all the correspondence - she had up to six stenographers! Some of her helpers were SPECIALISTS in GRAMMAR. Such as her companion from 1882 to her death - SARA McENTERFER. BC 10:732.

(4) DORES EUGENE ROBINSON was another valued SECRETARY, COMPIER, EDITOR who also helped her until her death - 1915. BC 10:1090.

(5) MARIAN DAVIS for many years. BC 10:329.

(6) AUSTRALIAN HELPERS were MISS MAGGIE HARE and MISS MINNIE HAWKINS. SOP-TC 138.

(7) C. C. CRISLER was one of the most valued assistants - 1901 to the day of her death. She left a WILL in which she wanted CRISLER to write the TRUTH about THE STORY OF OUR HEALTH MESSAGE - but when the TRUSTEES that "CANNOT BE TRUSTED!" TM 361 - because many of them are FORNICATION - TM 146,170,426 to the SEALING TIME - TM 445 - Therefore their CANDLESTICK will be REMOVED. TM 356. The Lord will PASS THEM BY! TM 106-7. And raise up OTHERS! They will about blow a fuse. TM 70,107. These leading men act like they are GODS! TM 376,386. "Men of STUBBORN, IRONLIKE WILL (WILL CONFEDERATE with UNBELIEVERS.)" TM 461-3. "BAAL, BAAL, is the choice!" TM 467-8. What they cannot RULE they will RUIN! TM 360,363. "These are FALSE GODS!" TM 364.

- 21 -
THOSE ARE THE TRIPLE

That saw what CRISLER started to WRITE - the TRUTH about OUR HEALTH MESSAGE - so they shipped him off to the FAR EAST - the further the better - to pin diapers on BLACK-BROWN-RED-YELLOW or POLKA DOT BABIES!

And chose one more amenable to their way of thinking - DORES EUGENE ROBINSON - 30 YEARS LATER! Underwritten by an MD - and then have the DIABOLISM to headline it:

A LAST WISH FULFILLED p.9.

With an MD placing his approving IMPRIMATUR on it - that this meets the requirements of the MEDICAL PROFESSION. As WILSON placed his APPROVING SEAL on the FROOM PLOT to railroad EGW OUT and go to the other churches for LIGHT. The FORD-COE-REA-COTTRELL-NUMBERS and other BUM'S RUSH FORUMS and GLACIER VIEW but being an EXTENSION of the FROOM PLOT to make the Adventist religion more acceptable to the MULTITUDES. But some have not caught on yet.

HER LITERARY HELPERS

HELEN GRAHAM helped SARA McENTERFER. SARAH PECK was her BOOKKEEPER. Also PAUL C. MASON. MARY STEWARD and her MOTHER. SOP-TC 128.

FANNIE BOLTON

But one it is hard to track down - I believe the name was FANNIE BOLTON - who was brilliant and ADDED her ideas to the final text. She was caught at it once - then forgiven, on her vow never to do it again. But she did, was again discovered - they claim they went through all the writings and corrected them. SO THEY SAY!

It is well to know this in this day when the REAS are busy PROVING to the World that SHE COPIED! Or was it FANNIE BOLTON? And did God have a PURPOSE in it all? As He also did not strike the HOLY MONKS and FRIARS of the CATHOLIC SYSTEM when they ERASED portions of the Biblical text to put in THEIR IDEAS!
"Ancient writings were FORGED by MONKS. Decrees of councils before unheard of, were discovered...And a CHURCH that had REJECTED THE TRUTH - GREEDILY accepted these DECEPTIONS...THE CHURCH had NEVER ERRED, nor would it ever ERR, according to the Scriptures." GC 56-7.

WILLIE WHITE - URIAH SMITH

The greatest CHANGERS of all were WEE WILLIE WHITE and URIAH SMITH in COLLUSION as they arranged to keep ELLEN WHITE busy with EUROPEAN MEETINGS as WEE WILLIE tore around to the LIBRARIES of CONRADI and others! (See NOTES OF TRAVEL - Wildwood Press. Also SEMINARY COURSES.)

THEY FOOLED HER - told her this was for a EUROPEAN EDITION but WILLIE was busy RUSHING the CRAZY HISTORICAL RECORDS back to URIAH SMITH - then RUSHED back to R&H offices before his Mother - to get the PLATES STARTED for a BRAND SPANKING NEW "1888 EDITION" - which WILLIE and ARTHUR have tried to palm off as the ORIGINAL! They HATED the 1884 EDITION so much - was NOT according to SPURGEON - so they SHIFTED 1884 GC 235 OUT to NEW-MODEL THE CAUSE! Took the EARMARKS of the DEVIL'S TRAIN of EW 88,263 powered by UNIVERSALISM and slipped in what you see in the 1888 EDITION on p.384.

Which you can see with your own eyes. THUS the EULOGIZING of SPURGEON - the greatest enemy of the Third Angel's Message there ever was - and BILLY GRAHAM, his contemporary - TOOK OFF! It has been the BURNING DESIRE of the FROOMS and ANDERSONS and WILSONS to FOLLOW THAT PATTERN by coming EVER CLOSER to their DOGMAS!

This was MUCH of the FIGHT of 1888 - and the reason why they WIPE THE SLATE CLEAN of what happened in 1888. FROOM and WILSON added to the CONFUSION by FROOM OUSTENSIBLY EXPLAINING 1888 - and also JONES and WAGGNER in that 1971 concoction - MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION and actually thought that GOD would be on their SIDE in KEY 73! The DISGRACE of this century.
WE WILLIE WHITE

This is in EVERY SEMINARY COURSE — yet MINISTERS will PRETEND they do not know this — find it in SEMINARY COURSE S-270-1959. p.188-203. Much the same in SEMINARY COURSE T-570-1963. p.123-140. And then they can talk of other SUBVERSIVE MOVEMENTS! How can anyone be more SUBVERSIVE than they are? Or more OFF-SHOOT than this Laodicean OFF-SHOOT?

THE HISTORICAL REFERENCES

Never was there a greater raid made by the ELITE that ONLY can write in SPECTRUM — article after article after article — how CRAZY she was. When all the time they had SEMINARY COURSE S-270 p.193. Where WEE WILLIE WHITE ADMITS: "WE SOUGHT...HISTORICAL REFERENCES — to put in the book for a EUROPEAN EDITION." And anything he has about his Mother agreeing — we take with a grain of salt.

THE ACTUAL FACT

What is in the SEMINARY COURSES is a RED HERRING dragged over the trail. Because this deals largely or mainly, or made to appear so — that this is the 1911 Edition. So he MIXES up what they did in 1883 and 1888 with what they did in 1911. See: PRACTICAL ADDRESS and NOTES of TRAVEL — IMPRIME POLYGLOTTE BASLE, SWITZERLAND, 1886.

Reprinted by Wildwood Press, Wildwood, GA. (No date given.)

She herself did not know the TIME when the VISIONS applied. p.151. She took after the BABYLONISH DOCTRINES of NO LAW — NO WORKS — FAITH ALONE! Some statements made here were NEVER made BETTER anywhere. While she was WRITING and LECTURING — WILLIE was BUSY as a BEE with CANRIGHT (while still in the U.S.A.) — p.161. About the General Conference SENDING her off to Europe — she did NOT have any CLEAR INSTRUCTION from the Lord to go there: "God hangs a mist o'er my eyes." p.160.

THIS MIST CONTINUED to 1890 when she had the SALAMANCA VISION about the MINISTERS CHANGING her WRITINGS — but "SOME THINGS which I could not comprehend." LS 319. TM 460.
WEE WILLIE tried five times to get this out of her - but it slipped from her memory. Men in "RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS OF TRUST" (were) ENSHR OUNDED in the FOGS of the worldly SKEPTICISM and INFIDELITY, (Do not believe Bible or Testimonies - Skeptics - Infidels) BOUND UP IN BUNDLES with the World (Key '73) - CONFEDERATING TOGETHER..." LS 319-326. TM 460-471. B7:4. SM 2:68. SM 1:412. PK 140,177,187.

WEE WILLIE WHITE was all taken up with H.W. KELLOG who confabbed with him as soon as ever Willie came to LONDON and stayed with him to the very last as Willie rushed back to Uriah Smith - NT 166,200. (NOTES OF TRAVEL.)

IN CHARGE OF PUBLISHING - WILLIE confabbed with the publishing houses in SWITZERLAND and NORWAY - NT 166. Although the way this is set up in the SEMINARY COURSES made to appear this was for the 1911 Book - WILLIE does ADMIT much of this took place for the 1888 Book - some or much of this took place in 1885.

As soon as ever URIAH SMITH got wind of what was coming out in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC EDITION - he worked like MAD to CHANGE the WRITINGS - and brought in those CRAZY "HISTORICAL REFERENCES" - some of which "WE" - (WEE WILLIE) obtained from ELDER ANDREWS' LARGE LIBRARY - S-270:195.

(1) One minute the New Revised "GREAT CONTROVERSY" is for the EUROPEANS. So they LEFT OUT 20 PAGES OF MATTER.

(2) Next minute these 20 PAGES are "very interesting to the Adventists of AMERICA, but...NOT APPROPRIATE for readers in OTHER PARTS of the World." S:270:195.

HOW WAS THAT AGAIN - WILLIE - ???

S-270:198: SNARES OF SATAN chapter GC 518 - four pages were taken OUT of 1884 GC 337-340. These missing four pages are found OUT of CONTEXT and place in TM 472-5.

Have a good look at these four pages. It would be "NOT APPROPRIATE" for readers in OTHER PARTS of the World to know that ADVENTISTS in AMERICA would KEEP SUNDAY? This would BOTHER people in OTHER COUNTRIES? - 25 -
Or, would it bother the American Adventist to sell and recommend a book that this Adventist book seller—would in the last crisis hour—buckle under—for his leaders and keep Sunday! Watch him next Easter—and see the most sickening Christmas articles ever seen in the R&H for December 1981. The warning in the original 1884 GC 337:

"The Church must be led to unite with the world." p.337.

All who go "step by step" with them will also take this last step which will be both "easy" (as well as) "popular!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608. "These apostates will be our most bitter enemies!" GC 608.

There is the picture. Deny! Lie! Get blue in the face! That will change nothing! And we would ask rea to find out just where she borrowed that from! For the real test of a prophet is their predictions! The best the world can produce are not right one time in ten! You could hit it better by flipping a coin. Why was she right and never wrong? She had the Frooms and the Wilsons pointed to the last detail!

TO MAKE IT EASIER FOR ADVENTISTS AND CATHOLICS

Wee Willie the psychologist left out statements that did not please the papacy! S-270:194. Did not please Adventists! S-270:195. Some things that the Confederacy with Willie that wee Willie says that "we" left out was because they were among other things: "argumentive...seemed to us to be no longer necessary." S-270:196.

"...in language that will win—not offend!" S-270:200.

THE CURIA

Was no doubt flattered to be called into council by flattering Willie—who set a new precedent to consult the brethren as to how they want the GC to read.

"...through examination by our most experienced workers, some changes in the wording had been proposed...examined...approved." S-270:202.
ALL DONE IN HER OFFICE. Of course, when she was not anywhere **AROUND**

"**THE ARMS OF POWER...seeking to CONTROLE the work far and near, and to CRUSH that which they cannot CONTROLE.**

78:150.

HEALTH RESEARCH - 1964

Reprinted the ORIGINAL 1884 THE GREAT CONTROVERSY. And inserted a 4 page FOREWORD - Feb. 25, 1964 - EXTRACTS from our 24 page FOREWORD - which should be REPRINTED.


Most all **DETRACTORS** and **CRITICS** who want her OUT! So they can bring BABYLON IN! Blame **HER** for what THEY DID! This is bringing about a **SHAKING** - the **CLIMAX** to the TEN **VIRGIN PARABLE** - and the **JUDGMENTS OF GOD** about to fall on this people. Just as they **PLAN** some ACTION.

"The **LOFTINESS** of man shall be **BOWED DOWN...when He ariseth to SHAKE TERRIBLY the Earth." PK 727.

"**HIS CHURCH...SPIRITUAL ISRAEL...is given the MESSAGE, "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE...withdraw from SPIRITUAL BABYLON..."** PK 714-5.

"In the time of the **END...GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as REFORMERS..." PK 678.

"They forsake the **LAW and PRAISE the WICKED.** (Now holding BREAKFASTS where they PRAISE the GOVERNMENT MEN!)

"When **THOSE** who are UNITING with the World, yet claiming **GREAT PURITY, plead for **UNION** with those who have ever been the **OPPOSERS** of the cause of **TRUTH,**"
we should **FEAR** and **SHUN** them as decidedly as did **NEHEMIAH**. Such counsel is prompted by the **ENEMY** of all good. It is the **SPEECH** of **TIMESERVERS**..." PK 660.

"Therefore shall a **TUMULT** arise among thy people, and **ALL** thy fortresses shall be **SPOILED**...In a **MORNING** shall the **KING** of Israel utterly be **CUT OFF**...He shall be **BURIED** with the **BURIAL** of an **ASS**." PK 280,430.

---

**EXAMPLES**

Of **SILLY WILLIE** modifying too **HARSH** and **DEROGATORY LANGUAGE** of his Mother – when dealing in the early days with the "**CANNOT SIN**" people, the **ULTRA-HOLINESS CULT** that she said had a **TERRIBLE POWER** over the people, that she described as **SATANIC DELUSION** - **SOPHISTRY** - **MESMERISM** LS 83.

Elder White met one of them: "**Your theory of FAITH,**" he continued, "**must have a FOUNDATION.**" LS 80.

---

**IS THAT ALL HE SAID?**

In the **ORIGINAL BATTLE CREEK 1888 LIFE SKETCHES** he said: "**Your theory of faith...must have a FOUNDATION...It is as **EMP-** **TY** as a **FLOUR BARREL** with **BOTH HEADS OUT**!" p.208.

Those who want "**FAITH ALONE**" – also want "**I AM SAVED!**" Both sleep in the same bed. No doubt some **PHARISEE** did not like that **DEROGATORY LANGUAGE** so had to **MODIFY** it. Even though **EGW PREDICTED** the Adventist Church in the **OMEGA** would do just **THAT**!

They would build on the **SAND** and we are to **MEET IT!**

**WHAT IS SAND – ???**

"**FAITH must UNITE with their WORKS...those who claim that their faith **ALONE** will save them, are trusting to a **ROPE of SAND**; for **FAITH** is strengthened and made **PERFECT** by **WORKS** **ONLY!**" SOP 3:331.

"**The TATTERED SHREDS** of human reasoning will be found to be only **ROPES OF SAND**!" BC 6:1069.
**ANOTHER EXAMPLE**

In **HELPING** EGW out with the insertion of **HISTORICAL REFERENCES** - they resorted to **D' Aubigne** - who, like **Josephus** - did seem to write like he was **INSPIRED**. So when it came to **THOMAS MUNZER** in **GC 191** - "...they all began to cry, "**THE SPIRIT! THE SPIRIT!"** But (said **Luther**) most assuredly I will not follow where their **SPIRIT** leads them!" **GC 191.**

Since they looked it up - gave the page from **D'Aubigne** - why did they not give the **REST OF IT**? Even the **ENGLISH VERSION** of **D'Aubigne** by the **AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY - NEW YORK** - 1849 - is not right!

**VOL. III p.73** - they claim he added: "**THE SPIRIT, THE SPIRIT!"** cried they. **Luther**, adopting that cool tone of **CONTEMPT** and cutting and homely language so familiar to him, said, "I slap your **SPIRIT** on the **SNOUT**!...Cellarius...foamed and trembled with **ANGER.**" p.73.

Then there is a **FOOTNOTE** there. Which gives the **ORIGINAL GERMAN**: "**Ihrem Geist haue er uber die Schnauze.**" L. Opp. Altanburg. Ausq. III, 137.

**AND THAT!**

Is not a **SLAP** - but is **HIT!** "**I HIT** your **SPIRIT** on the **SNOUT!**" We need that **LANGUAGE** today!

As we meet the **SPIRIT** of the cult that say:

"**GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!**"

**WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?** "And the Lord said unto Moses, Yet will I bring **ONE PLAGUE MORE** upon **Pharaoh**, and upon **Egypt**...And all the **FIRSTBORN**...shall **DIE.**" **SG 3:221.**

**MIKE CLUTE** - in trying desperately to make this fit the **JEWISH TALMUD** says: "**GOD TAKES THE BLAME!**" He did **NOT** do it - but He **LIES** and says He did! What some people won't do to rush to the defense of a **TRADITION!**

**IF GOD BROUGHT THE PLAGUES ON EGYPT:**

**QUESTION No. 1** - If Satan did it - how come his agents - the sorcerers and magicians -
How come they came to the place where they were HELPLESS? And GOD'S POWER ALONE took over?

QUESTION No. 2 - And why is it written that the Seven Last Plagues - "...for in them is filled up the WRATH of God!" If He has NO WRATH? Why is that repeated again and again throughout the Bible - 100 times. "The WRATH of God!" "FIERY INDIGNATION!" And was God so CHUMMY with the Devil and his Imps, that they came OUT of the TEMPLE IN HEAVEN? Rev. 15:1,6. "THE VIALS of the WRATH of God!" Rev. 16:1,9.

Some of us belong to a school that does not take lightly the thought that the Bible record is ERRING! For we would be AFRAID and ASHAMED if we did not believe His WORD.

"Such do not always realize that JUDGMENTS are FROM GOD... lest they should be CONSUMED with the BURNING GLORY of HIS PRESENCE." SG 3:293-5.

"And NADAB and ABIHU, the sons of AARON...offered STRANGE FIRE...And there went out FIRE from the LORD, and DEVoured them." SG 4:11.

WE WONDER

If a reckless disregard for "IT IS WRITTEN" (That God destroys) - is not a form of SYMPATHY - FALSE SYMPATHY for those who DESERVE to die. This feeling of MISPLACED COMPASSION that they FEEL they have - feel very good about it - thinking they are very TENDERHEARTED.

Could such an attitude be FATAL? What a SHOCK to find that out - TOO LATE!

We refer to the text we just read. And the continuing pages. As it goes into detail. "The FATHER of the men SLAIN, and their BROTHERS, were FORBIDDEN to manifest ANY SIGN OF GRIEF for the ones (NADAB and ABIHU) who had been JUSTLY PUNISHED of God." SG 4:12. (Center portion.)

THE SAME REQUIREMENT was demanded in the case of KD&A just as soon as the AUTUMN COUNCIL
The 250 PRINCES of RENOWN — SYMPATHIZED with the death of these BIG THREE CHURCH LEADERS — they were ATOMIZED on the SPOT! So perhaps we need to know MUCH MORE about this subject before we go around speaking such BLASPHEMOUS and DARING WORDS as did FRED WRIGHT. That if God would DESTROY — He would be NO BETTER IN NATURE — than the Devil! This JUDGING was quickly FOLLOWED by his three FULL TIME WORKERS being WIPED OUT! And ANOTHER! And ANOTHER! In a six month period.

"GOD WILL TEACH ALL HIS CREATURES THAT HE MEANS JUST WHAT HE SAYS!"  SG 4:15. (Center.)

"GOD...CONSUMED the most GUILTY by LIGHTNING from Heaven." "The WRATH of God was kindled against the people, and the Lord smote the people with a VERY GREAT PLAGUE...BURNING FEVERS cut down very LARGE NUMBERS...Those who had been the MOST GUILTY in their MURMURINGS were SLAIN...as soon as they tasted the meat."  SG 4:16,18.

IN COMPASSION

Which some will not recognize as COMPASSION — we must warn them off HOLY GROUND. But those who were RECKLESS in 1960 — to worship OUT in the OUTER COURT with the AWAKENING — are the SAME ONES — RECKLESSLY throwing their souls away to follow some BENIGHTED LEADER in MORAL DARKNESS and IGNORANCE like the JONESTOWN CULT of the DAMNED — jungle rot now oozing out from under their alters.

"Those who so readily SYMPATHIZE with the WRONG VIRTUE... many souls have been DESTROYED by their Brethren UNWISELY SYMPATHIZING with them, when their ONLY HOPE was to be LEFT to SEE and realize the full extent of their WRONGS. But as they eagerly receive the idea that they are AMBUSHED...lay BLAME upon the REPROVER, and so patch up the matter. IT IS NOT HEALED...FALSE SYMPATHY and BLIND LOVE."  SG 4:47,50.

"And the Lord said unto Moses..." will SMITE them with the PESTILENCE.  SG 4:24. (Center.)
CALEB and JOSHUA

How do the "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" fanatics explain this: SCOUTS were sent to spy out the way to the PROMISED LAND. GIANT ANAK and CANAANITES stood in their way. But they had filled up their cup of iniquity. SG 4:21-4. The children of Israel were to understand WHY they should be DESTROYED - and DESTROY them! (1) Because they were a blot on the face of the Earth. (2) And as an object lesson that God's people not go the way of the Heathen.

If Satan is such a brave DESTROYER - why did he convince the COWARDLY SPIES NOT to DESTROY? PP 388.

It is because the COWARDLY SPIES convinced the whole congregation NOT to DESTROY - that NONE of them could go into the Promised Land except CALEB and JOSHUA.

"THE INSANE MOB" - PP 390 - that would not DESTROY the CANAANITES - were ready to stone CALEB and JOSHUA.

Moses ordered them BACK into the wilderness for forty years. AFTER the COWARDLY TEN perished from a PLAGUE. PP 391. KD&A thought MOSES/CALEB/JOSHUA should be on a LEVEL with the CHURCH of REBELS.

THE FULL AUTUMN COUNCIL was DESTROYED because they did not agree that GOD SHOULD DESTROY! This slogan that God SHOULD NOT DESTROY was termed a REBELLION. This was written for our admonition upon whom the ENDS of the WORLD are come. As it will be REPEATED with Adventists. SOP 1:300, 306. ST 4:153. PP 403-4. T3:353, 358,361. T5:66.

See the "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" Adventist Preachers preaching their LAST SERMON! What is it?

"Here we see that THE CHURCH...was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of God. The ancient men...they say...the Lord is TOO MERCIFUL (LOVE UNLIMITED) to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from...THOSE DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211.
They will neither be GATHERED, LAMENTED NOR BURIED!

Still not knowing WHO the BRETHREN were: "Ye have KILLED the people of the Lord...there is WRATH gone out from the Lord. The PLAGUE is begun...the DEAD...144,000...and the PLAGUE was stayed." SG 4:32-4. (Center.)

THEREFORE BE YE NOT MOCKERS

Lend NO SYMPATHY - NO SUPPORT - NO TITHE - TITHE IS HOLY. "Give not that which is HOLY to the DOGS!" Find the DUMB DOGS in the text shown above.

THE SIN OF ELI

Because he did not keep order in his household, the DRUNKEN SONS of ELI - HOPHNI and PHINEHAS were SLAIN - "And the ARK was taken," ELI wavered...fell backward and died. He shared the WRATH of God..." SG 4:106. (Center.)

PROVING - as Adventists once believed before they became so enamored of the Baal Priests as they seek something they call GOSPEL from the SPURGEONS and the BILLY GRAHAMS - UNITING with them in the threefold UNITY of KEY '73 - and they came within a whisper of WHOLESALE DESTRUCTION! But the DAMOCLES SWORD hangs by but a THREAD over their heads!

"The men of BETH-SHEMESH...gratified their CURIOSITY, and opened the ARK...the ANGELS attending the Ark slew above 50,000 of the people." SG 4:110. (Center.)

We are now to play with our mind - and say all this and much more - IS NOT TRUE! GOD DOES NOT DESTROY! Just as the GREATEST SLAUGHTER ever seen by man is about to come on those NOT SEALED!

READ IT CAREFULLY - A PREDICTION!

"When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the World, living as they live, and JOINING with them in forbidden pleasure; when the LUXURY of the World becomes the LUXURY of the Church, when the marriage bells are chiming,
and all are looking forward to many years of worldly prosperity - THEN, SUDDENLY as the lightning flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." 1884 GC 209,210. GC 338-9. (LEFT OUT of SR 355.) DA 379.

GOD'S LAST CALL

December 1981 - Mike Clute features Fred Wright - front page. No doubt CLUTE had to face a great deal of FLAK coming his way for teaching that GOD DOES NOT DESTROY! and so no doubt feels an intimate esprit de corps with one whose HIDE is as THICK as his own...

GOD IS A LIAR - ???

When He says He DESTROYS? MAMA wants to make little Fauntleroy into a preacher - she sends him to the Adventist college. We met them there. MAMA trained him to curtsy to the little girlies - comb his hair just so.

But when it came to DOCTRINE, he was usually found on the WRONG SIDE of every issue - although he would get RED in the face trying to support his ideas and MAMAS.

But one day little FAUNTLEROY found to his surprise - usually had his foot in his mouth - but when he ventured forth with LOVE - NOT ONE of his usual enemies said a WORD! So he began to wax eloquent on that theme.

LOVE

So he became proficient and profuse on that one MONOMANIAC THESES. "SPIRITUALISM...ASSUMING a Christian GUINSE... LOVE is dwelt upon as the CHIEF ATTRIBUTE of God...PLEASING BEWITCHING FABLES." GC 557-8.

LITTLE FAUNTLEROY was PLEASED that soon he had a bevy of GIRLIES flock around him - his MAMA was DELIGHTED as he became class president cum laude - well on his way to become a leader in the Conference.
What SIDE do you think HE would take in the question of EASTER or CHRISTMAS? Would he put his foot DOWN? Or back in his MOUTH? MAMA and the GIRLIE CHEERLEADERS would soon decide that issue - and also STYLES and PEEK-A-BOOS!

"They have sown the WIND, they must reap the WHIRLWIND. In the TIME of DISTRESS and PERPLEXITY of NATIONS... SABBATH KEEPERS... are to be TESTED and PROVED... Isa. 11, was presented before me... the REPROOFS are given to the DAUGHTERS of ZION who have thought only of APPEARANCE and DISPLAY. Read verse 25: "Thy men shall FALL by the SWORD, and thy mighty in the WAR." I was shown (by what Babylonian did she "BORROW" this from - REA?) that this portion of scripture will be STRICTLY FULFILLED...

A WAR IN THE SEALING TIME - !!!

"... young men and WOMEN (how did she know that WOMEN would be in the ARMY - in 1982?) professing to be Christians, yet having NO CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE, and having borne NO BURDENS, and felt NO INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY (just go by the leadership!) - NO INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY, are to be PROVED. They will be brought LOW in the DUST, and long for an experience in the things of God, which they have FAILED to obtain."

"War lifts his helmet to his brow, O God, protect thy people now."

And THERE it is CUT OFF and MIXED UP in your T1:270 - to make it appear there is some HOPE for SABBATH KEEPERS - the SAME as they did with the SHAKING chapter in EW 269 - not knowing THE PEOPLE OF GOD are a class apart entirely.

BUT IT DOES NOT STOP!

"A day of heartrending ANGUISH is before US. I was shown that POINTED TESTIMONY should be borne, and those who will come up to the help of the Lord, will receive His blessing. But SABBATH KEEPERS (will be wearing HOOPS at this time! Watch the store windows at EASTER! Will they come TRAPEZING into the Church with HOOPS on EASTER?) have a WORK TO DO... the CHURCHES in central New York have become perfect BABYLON!" RH 1:40. August 27, 1861. T1:270.
See how they CHOPPED THIS UP! Put the HOOPS on TOP - switched things CLEAR AROUND!

"PROFESSED SABBATH KEEPERS...UNITE THEIR FORCES with the powers of DARKNESS to distract and TEAR DOWN..." RH 1:41.

FAUNTLEROY

Is now calling in the HIGHEST GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS to exchange COURTESIES - in Adventist institutions - PROMISING them they will go along with ANYTHING! And the HAIGS are PLEASED! Do doubt they will take over or BUILD ANOTHER HOSPITAL for the WAR LORDS as they have built SEVERAL ALREADY - in the WAR ZONES! Why not THE LAST ONE? "YOUNG MEN and WOMEN...

THE LOVE EXPERT

In Mike Clute's LAST CALL - he features FRED WRIGHT - as HUDSON has PLEDGED to do also - and what do they have to say about THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON? If REA wants to prove PLAGIARISM or LITERARY BORROWING - let him have a GOOD LOOK at Adventist writings - where NO CREDIT is given - but where they BORROWED from EGW.

NO WONDER the "LANGUAGE" is SUPERB! THEY ARE TAUGHT how to use a SNATCH from here and a SNATCH from there - sometimes the EXACT WORDS! And so has this HYPOCRITE that we said FOR YEARS was a HYPOCRITE! Now at last some AGREE!

THE FLUCTUATING DOCTRINES OF A DISEASED MIND

THE MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS - (MLR) - July 1968. "ALL POWER is from Him, even the POWER OF EVIL. He is the source of it all." p.10. (Repeated again and again in his magazines. It is NOT NEAR the problem of why HE would say that - but the REAL MYSTERY is - why do people FALL for the HUMBUG? We can answer that question. WHY did the JEWS FALL for the traditions of the Elders? For their TALMUD taught the SAME THING!)

"The Holy One, blessed be He, CREATED two impulses, one
GOOD, the other EVIL...the EVIL IMPULSE within him is king..." p.88-9. EVERYMAN'S TALMUD - the Rev. Dr. A. Cohen, MA, PhD. E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc. New York. 1949.

DO THESE PEOPLE NEVER GO TO THE INDEX - ???

"God DID NOT create EVIL. He only made the GOOD...EVIL, SIN, and DEATH were NOT created by God; they are the RESULT of DISOBEDIENCE, which ORIGINATED in Satan." T5:503.

"He NEVER made a THORN, a THISTLE, or a TARE. These are Satan's work, the RESULT of DEGENERATION." T6:186.

THE TALMUD IS ALSO THE SOURCE OF THE HEPPENSTALL DOCTRINE

SOLD TO BRINSMEAD AND WRIGHT IN 1972

"Since the EVIL IMPULSE was CREATED by God...In the Hereafter, the Holy One, blessed be He, will bring the EVIL IMPULSE and SLAY it in the presence of the righteous and wicked." p.92.

IS THAT CLEAR? EVIL is KING! You CANNOT keep the LAW! So God will SLAY it when He comes! He will GIVE you a NEW CHARACTER! LATER than you THINK! The SAME as that TALMUD BOOK by MAXWELL that has swept through the Adventist Church. WHEN will they quit the MOCKERY that THEY go by the SOP?

Since the POWER of EVIL is KING and you cannot obey, NO USE TRYING! "To put it in the words of E.J.WAGGONER...CONSTANT struggle against SIN...CONSTANT DEFEAT as well!" p.235,238. MLR.

EGW: "He EXPECTS us to OVERCOME...WE FORM THE CHARACTER...IF YOU WILL NOT - then you CANNOT overcome." COL 316,331. SC 47.

Take your pick which one you want to believe!

FLOOD NOT AN ACT OF GOD!

You would THINK that is in some VOODOO INCANTATIONS from
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some DEVIL WORSHIPPERS in HAITI. No, it is from FTW-MLR p.247,250,253. And we can give you 100 MORE! July 1973.

Then we have over a DOZEN REFERENCES that NATURE is MORE POWERFUL than God! That He "CANNOT HAVE PREVENTED IT!" FTW-MLR p.332. December 1973.

GOD IS A CRIMINAL - !!!

Once a mind is controlled by evil spirits, there is no end in sight to its ramblings. If GOD would DESTROY - so says this ADVENTURER: "He would have STOOPED to the LOWEST LEVELS of CRIMINAL INJUSTICE...and STOOP to act along the lines of the DEVIL!" FTW-MLR 278,282. September 1973.

THE SAME BLAH!

"Such a concept (to teach that God destroys) is to MALIGN the CHARACTER of God!" FTW-MLR p.7. February 1974.

EGW REPLY:

"THE NONE EXECUTION of the PENALTY of that SIN would be a CRIME in the DIVINE ADMINISTRATION." BC 7:951.

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN:

"IN THE DESTRUCTION of (KD&A)...they DARED to attribute His JUDGMENTS to Satan, declaring that through the POWER of the EVIL ONE, Moses and Aaron had caused the DEATH of GOOD and HOLY men. It was this act that sealed their DOOM. They had committed the sin AGAINST the Holy Spirit..." PP 405. GC 28,378. LLM 232.

FTW BLASPHEMY:

"...and FIRE came down from God out of Heaven and DEVOURED them." Rev. 20:9...Should He act thus at this time, it will be but to act EXACTLY as the DEVIL CHARGES..." p.52. FTW-MLR. May 1974.

THE LORD ANSWERS:
WOLFGANG MEYER - HANS PFEIFFER - HELENE TINTNER - Sept. 23, 1978 - three full-time workers for FTW - going to preach that "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" - met their CRASHING END on Austrian Autobahn six lane freeway.

At the funeral, FTW appointed HANS GLASER to take their place. STOP PRESS NEWS NOTE: HANS GLASER DIED Feb. 7, 1979 and was buried in the Buka Graveyard, Kenya, Africa.

"Satan engineered the whole thing, God permitted it to happen because He could not really prevent it." Foreword to FTW-MLR October 31, 1978.

This reacted so that he confesses NO NEW CONVERTS in the English speaking World - for 1979 to 1981 - with some LOSSES. The same as the SDA Church - bringing in a SEA OF BLACK! It seems the DARK CONTINENT has a PREMONITION of DISASTER COMING. ALL CHURCHES report a STIRRING in the HAVE-NOT nations. So they are WINNING them by the acre. With not a conversion in a carload of them. FEED THEM - and they will come for 100 miles! Some call these "Bread and Water" Missionaries!

Their converts won with a bowl of soup. One CHARISMATIC HEALER, acting for several churches, WINS them by paying them $150.00 if they come.

NOW THE HYPOCRACY EXPOSED!

MIKE CLUTE features FRED WRIGHT and his own teaching of "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" Never has! Never will! But somehow never get around to EXPLAIN why God ORDERED His people to DESTROY! The DAVID that destroyed GOLIATH was God's anointed. His victories were ACCLAIMED in HEAVEN and on EARTH and throughout the UNIVERSE.

PHINEAS - when he UNITED the MOABITISH HARLOT with the Elder's son, FOREVER with his JAVELIN, was made HIGH PRIEST by the God of Israel. And sent to WIPE OUT the HEATHEN HORDES that were NOT EQUAL. But so ROTTEN the "LAND VOMITED THEM OUT!"
Fred Wright gets so WOMPED UP about "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" - not understanding RHYME or REASON - that he dares CHALLENGE GOD! That if He would DESTROY - He would be no BETTER IN NATURE than the DEVIL!

ALRIGHT - DO THEY HAVE A RELIGION - ???
We see this THROUGHOUT the AWAKENING since its inception in 1960. TWIST-CHANGE-TURN-SCOFF-CHALLENGE-DENY-DOUBLE-TONGUED and DOUBLE-MINDED.

Here we have the so-called RELIGION that "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" Some feel we should RESPECT an OPPOSING VIEWPOINT. Alright, what about it? EW 123-5.

FIRST OF ALL - and NOTHING is MORE IMPORTANT - do they RESPECT their OWN? EVERYBODY who knows ANYTHING - knows that they stand on ONE FOOT and then on the OTHER.

NEVER was this MORE GLARINGLY APPARENT than Mike Clute's LAST CALL - Dec. 1981 - featuring Fred Wright on the front page. And what does this article boil down to? Just WHAT is it all about?

I cannot PROVE it yet - because REA will tell you this takes a LONG TIME - but here is a task for someone to lend their hand at - PROVE that what he writes there is FROM THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY! PLAGIARIZED without giving credit!

Now reach for the smelling salts as you FIND OUT what is this FRED WRIGHT MESSAGE - that CLUTE thinks is so WONDERFUL that he FEATURES IT! Do you know what that MESSAGE is?

It is the message that GOD DESTROYS! Yes it is! Can you FATHOM it? I cannot. I thought if a man had a religion - he had a religion! These people DO NOT have a religion! Because religion never changes! It cannot CHANGE to suit the whims and the itching ears of the people. What they are is POLITICIANS! Say ANYTHING to get VOTES! (TITHE!) TRUTH? What is TRUTH?

TWO CROWNS
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Since when was there ANY AGREEMENT between the faith of ISRAEL and that of PHILSTIA? ANY AGREEMENT between CHRIST and BELIAL? ANY AGREEMENT between MOSES and the MAGICIANS of PHARAOH? ANY AGREEMENT between ELLEN WHITE and the BAAL PRIESTS? The LAST MESSAGE is to be given in the SPIRIT of ELIJAH - the SPIRIT that takes off the INFLUENCE of the BAAL PRIESTS just below their EARS!

So what is this great DRIVE by FROOM/WILSON to teach their up and coming MINISTERS in the established CEMETARY - to sit at the feet of such MONSTERS as F.F.BRUCE - whose BRAINS are TWISTED into a PRETZEL as they hand you SUNDAY - EASTER - CHRISTMAS - HELL TORMENT - HEATHENISM - DRUGS. No wonder Sr. White saw NO DIFFERENCE between those who seek the EARTHLY CROWN - DARKNESS - EVIL ANGELS - RICHES - and all the World around them. The NAME will not save them from the DESTRUCTION that comes on the World - the enemies of God.

READ THE GRAPHIC PICTURE in SG 4:106-127. Much that is given here is the SAME as the SHAKING chapter - T1:179. They were "GROPING IN DARKNESS." SG 4:111. And then when the true PEOPLE OF GOD warned them and gave them the LIGHT - they were met with that SENSELESS RABBLE throwing BLACK BALLS at them, as though all the MOTIVE they had was to TEAR DOWN! SG 4:112.

They will be our WORST ENEMIES! GC 608. Like the Jews that followed the disciples around - so will these seek out to DESTROY the SAINTS - right into the "VOICE OF GOD" HOUR. When they will receive their 'coup de grace' and their comuppance!

Sent in by Goldie Popielak: The JOURNAL TRIBUNE, Marysville, Ohio. "Religion in the News" - one of the most prominent Catholic theologians - the Rev. Edward Schillebeeckx of Holland - gave an open rebuke to the "VATICAN CONDEMNATION of INNOVATIVE CHURCH THINKERS" - this taking after those who DIFFER from the ESTABLISHMENT - this throwing of BLACK BALLS "...makes no sense in modern times." p.7.

The FOX and his 'ME-TOOS' could learn from that. And pull in their horns.
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THE QUESTION IS – what do they ALLOW and what do they NOT ALLOW? THE RAILROADING OUT OF ALL CONTRADICTORY OPINIONS started when they went over to the AMA and became NOTHING but MERCHANTS of BABYLON! The SAME as the CATHOLICS – and becoming involved in the SAME WARS on the SAME SIDES! And then have those SHOT who do not AGREE with the HIERARCHY! The JWs were not that GUTLESS in either WAR/BLOOD/EASTER/CHRISTMAS – nor do they stoop to LEARN from the HOLY HELL PRIESTS!

I have many OTHER letters to reply to, some of which will be by personal COMMUNITY LETTERS that go to only twelve. We thought we had to deal with this "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" dogma now sweeping the Adventist Church from coast to coast.

ONE LAST IRREFUTABLE FACT:

As they all blame EGW for those CRAZY HISTORICAL RECORDS in the WEE WILLIE WHITE BOOK – and all others CHANGES – try to pin that donkey tail on EGW – how would it be if we ask her if SHE AGREED to these SILLIE WILLIE CHANGES?

1883: "Such verbal CHANGES be made..." (General Conference Committee of Five – led by URIAH SMITH.) (And WILLIE WHITE.)

1905 – EGW: "I have NOT been instructed to CHANGE that which I have sent out!" RH 5:110. January 26, 1905.

1905 – EGW: "NOT A WORD is CHANGED or DENIED!" B7:57.

1890 – EGW: "I dare not withhold ONE WORD of the Testimony...and I CANNOT, if I would, recall ONE SENTENCE." MS 22, 1890. EGW-MR 14.

1905 – EGW: "Many indeed will not UNDERSTAND, but will STUMBLE at the words contained in the roll." B:202-3

1847-1851 – EGW: "I am NOT RESPONSIBLE for the OMISSIONS which are said to exist." SM 1:60-1.

1880 – EGW: "The worship of God WILL BE CORRUPTED unless there are WIDE AWAKE men at every post of duty." T4:517.

1909 – EGW: "It is always safe to be meek and lowly and tenderhearted, but at the same time we are to be FIRM AS A ROCK to the teachings of Christ... - 42 -
We are not to place our TRUST in any LIE or PRETENSE...What will such a one do in the day that the Books are opened?... They do not realize what is COMING on the Earth." T9:266-7.

DR. CARL McINTIRE

CHRISTIAN BEACON, Feb. 28, 1974: "The LOVE arguments which Dr. Schaeffer used parallel the PEACE arguments which are used by the COMMUNISTS." p.4.

"Having abandoned the COMMAND of SEPARATION, which LOVE OBEYS - Dr. Schaeffer now moves into...one of the major THRUSTS of the DISOBEDIENT in this field has been LOVE...It is heard EVERYWHERE...One of its chief spokesmen was Dr. Donald Grey Barnhouse...He DENOUNCED SEPARATION and ACCUSED those who left of lacking LOVE!" p.4.

AMERICAN GOLD NEWS, Lone, CA. Dec. 1974: "Two years ago I count not spell "ECOLOGIST" - now I am one."

MANY did not think they would ever be "ME-TOOS!"
Now they ARE one!

OTHER LETTERS

Dear Sr. Hamilton:

In the question of what did the SHEPHERD'S ROD teach? It depends which SHEPHERD'S ROD we were listening to. There was nothing consistent in their teaching. This is true of almost ALL churches and sects. My own Sister would write articles printed by FRED WRIGHT (others did the same) which were definitely NOT HIS TEACHING! Yet he would print them. We find the SAME in R&H - conflicting teaching in the SAME ISSUE.

THE SUPREME TEST

I heard an SDA Minister preach AGAINST Christmas - that we KNOW it is PAGANISM. You could just about see the ones OPPOSED to Christmas almost rise in their seat - ready to CLAP THEIR HANDS to cheer him on!

THEN HE SUDDENLY SWITCHED! However we should be PATIENT with those who do not see the same as we do.

- 43 -
We must LOVE them and not get HOSTILE with them, give them TIME to accept the TRUTH. You could almost see Class #1 start on their way down - BACK in their seats, while the other classes who wanted their TREES - TRINKETS - EASTER - LENTEN - HOT-CROSS BUNS - LATEST STYLES - CHRISTMAS and all, seemingly RISE UP from their SLUMP - and DARE and GLARE at Class #1.

Then when they went out of the Church - BOTH CLASSES rung the Minister's hand - "This is the BEST SERMON I have ever heard!" If you can do that - win BOTH SIDES - you are well on the way to get a seat in the General Conference.

The sermon was basically one of the LAST sermons (about 45 years ago) that one will ever hear AGAINST Christmas!

But at the close of the sermon - the choir leader - an English man of the SHAKESPERIAN-SHELLY type - who did not know what was coming - and had his choir thoroughly trained - and would be damned if he would CHANGE in midstream and have the choir sing something else - NO! He had them start with "SILENT NIGHT, HOLY NIGHT, ALL IS CALM, ALL IS BRIGHT!" That poor Minister sat there RED as a BEET. NEXT YEAR he preached a conventional "CHRISTMAS" sermon just like you can hear in any church in BABYLON. He saw what the people WANTED - including his WIFE. So he knuckled under.

In the Shepherd's Rod ranks there was a SPLIT between WALKER-RODAN-BINGHAM-WOODS SISTERS after HOUTEFF.

After their FIASCO in 1959 - they told them to GO BACK to the SDA Church. It is too long and perhaps unprofitable to pursue the matter further.

Dear Bro. Ambjersen:
Thank you for your question about CHANGING the writings. As you will see when you get this paper - we take up that question. In spite of the fact that CHANGING the BOOKS was fully admitted in EGW - MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT - also VOP TREASURE CHEST - also WOODS in the R&H at the 2nd last GC Session - in spite of all that - there are still a few around like your friend - "...says he HAS the ORIGINALS of EGW, and says there is NO DIFFERENCE from the books now in print." - 44 -
It would help if you could get the details of his so-called ORIGINALS. What does he use as a STANDARD to PROVE that he has any originals? Has he spent two or three years in bed as I did - with a half-broken back - to check out THE DIFFERENCE?

If the contemporary books now printed ARE THE SAME - JUST WHY did the Conference themselves REPRINT THE ORIGINAL? And just WHY did they themselves ADMIT having LEFT OUT 20 pages out of the book - the GC?

One way to settle that and settle it FAST - go WORD for WORD - PAGE by PAGE - 1884 GREAT CONTROVERSY - with your GREAT CONTROVERSY - and then talk!

We have had many SHALLOW SURFACE READERS who do not really check them out at all - let alone knowing HOW - who will make that sort of ready statement.

Then when you PROVE it to them - they will be just as QUICK - QUICK - QUICK as a FLASH say that EGW APPROVED IT. ONE MINUTE there are NO CHANGES! The NEXT MINUTE - yes, there ARE changes, but SHE DID IT!

Does the Lord do His work as SLOPPY as all that? Did not know what He was writing the FIRST TIME - and has to take a second run at it? We hold that a TRUE PROPHET has NO RIGHT to CHANGE their WRITINGS! Not at all! And so she said herself: "NO AFTER-SUPPOSITIONS are to be ENTERTAINED!" ANOTHER THRUST by the LEADERSHIP to slowly whittle her down - is R&H Dec. 24, 1981. p.7-9: "SIGNIFICANT CHANGES!" - "THEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT!" p.8.

IN THE SAME R&H - the BEST STATEMENT we have ever SEEN! PROTESTING the NEW THEOLOGY:

A STATEMENT OF THE CENTURY!

"In their NAIVETE they ASSUME that PROTESTERS must be TROUBLEMAKERS!" K.H.WOODS. p.14. (READ THE REST OF IT!)

JUST WHO IS THE TROUBLEMAKER - ???
The one who NEW-MODELS THE CAUSE? Like AHAB and his JEZEBEL? Or was it ELIJAH that TROUBLED ISRAEL? Just WHO are the BRETHREN?
If I was to show the **DIFFERENCE** in the Writings, I would be doing **NOTHING ELSE** - till Christ should come. How about looking at her most important contribution to the World - **MY FIRST VISION**. That **NO CHURCH** believes today. Only **INDIVIDUALS** - one here, one there. **EW 14**.

There are two or three versions - all different.

Then perhaps the most important testimony of all - as we approach or enter the **SEALING** - we have **THE SHAKING**. **ORIGIN-NAL RH 1:32. T1:179. EW 269. ALL DIFFERENT!** The one in **T1:179** is **MUCH** the **SAME** as the **ORIGINAL**. Yet there are **SOME THINGS MISSING**. Go over that one **VERY, VERY CAREFULLY** with **EW** and discover for yourself the **KEY SENTENCE - LEFT OUT!** Another **SENTENCE - SWITCHED AROUND! FIND IT!** And then **FIND OUT WHY!**

Are there any **FAULTS** in the **ORIGINAL**? **No. Just be sure it IS the ORIGIN-AL! We take this question up in ALL our writings - sending you a **PACKET** to see more. When it will come there is another question, maybe three months. Maybe a year. Some packets to **EAST AFRICA** took OVER A YEAR!**

**LEAVES OF AUTUMN** has the **ORIGINAL**! Also you can get **MANY** from the **CONFERENCE. SPIRIT OF PROPHECY** - 6 books. Also 6 big books - **R&H ARTICLES.** Also 4 big books - **SIGNS of the TIMES. LIFE OF PAUL. SPIRITUAL GIFTS** - 2 books are **VALUABLE ORIGINA-LS. See CHANGES in EW.**

**THE SHALLOW READER** - the kind that does not care if they keep **EASTER** or not. **CHRISTMAS** or not. Worship **IN or OUT** of the **MHP** or not. Go to **WAR** or not. **CIVIL DEFENSE** the **DOOMED CITIES** or not. **THAT KIND** will also see **NO DIFFER-ENCE.** The Lord will also see **NO DIFFERENCE** between them and the World. This is what it is all about. **SG 4:19. FCE 482. T1: 283. TM 275. T5:103.** That is why the Lord is **CONSTANT-LY** calling His people to come **OUT** and be different or else go down with them.

"**LIKE appreciates LIKE, and**

**LIKE attracts LIKE, and**

**LIKE become like LIKE.**"

T1:100. T5:136,463,696,705. DA 405.)
WRONG SPIRIT - ???

There again we come to TRADITION hoary with age. THE LEADERSHIP can call us all kinds of NAMES - but when they get it BACK - WORD for WORD and NAME for NAME - they become BAFFLED. They cannot understand it because they do not UNDERSTAND the BIBLE. CHRIST CALLED THEM NAMES. The SAME as John the Baptist - Elijah - Jeremiah - Isaiah - and all the rest. NAMES that I have not used yet.

Dear Sister:

I anticipated from the nature of your first letter and your position that your name would not be mentioned. I receive letters from surprisingly high sources - more and more. Some, or course, are laying a trap for me. Some genuinely are trying to convert me to what they go by - General Conference POLICY. All it needs now that they are more and more OPENLY extolling their PEERS. We are no longer BRETHREN but are going more and more for the CATHOLIC PEER SYSTEM - as EGW said they would do. TM 362. As I said many times, as they roundly CURSE the INDIVIDUAL - and are so PROUD that they go by the DENOMINATION - we knew it for 40 years - but it comes out more and more in the open. POLICY is generally the opinions of ONE MAN! Once it was 40 years of FROOM - 1933-1973. Now it is WILSON. He is in the saddle with a whip in his hand.

But, like PHARAOH - he should remember that as history is repeated, the Lord is coming to: (CONCORDANCE:)

Hag. 2:22. "OVERTHROW the HORSE and RIDERS!"
Zech. 10:5. "The RIDERS on HORSES shall be CONFOUNDING!"
2 Kings 9:33. "JEZEBEL'S BLOOD was sprinkled on the HORSES!"

Isa. 31:1. "WOE to them that go down to EGYPT for HELP... (Wilson making a PLAY for REAGAN) and STAY on HORSES, and TRUST in CHARIOTS...and in HORSEMEN!"

But the Lord showed, and He will show it again, that He will OVERTHROW the HORSE and RIDERS and feed them to the CROWS! "SAYING to all the FOWLS that fly in the midst of Heaven, Come and GATHER yourselves together... (like the LAODICEANS GATHERING 1,000 a day! Before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon THEM! T1:180.) - 47 -
(They THINK they are on the way to the Great Supper of The Lord but instead:)

"THE FOWLS...Come and GATHER yourselves together unto the SUPPER of the Great God; That ye may EAT the FLESH of KINGS - CAPTAINS - MIGHTY MEN - HORSES, and of them that SIT on them!" Rev. 19:17,18.

THE PATH in MY FIRST VISION is the KEY to it all! And that PATH is not WIDE ENOUGH for HORSES - CHARIOTS - nor for those who RIDE on them! "As the PATH grew more NARROW, we LEFT THE HORSES and went on foot, in SINGLE FILE (No big multitudes!) - one following in the footsteps of another." (How humiliating! No BIG CHURCH!) LS 190-3.

No big SPLASH! Just 144,000!

SURPRISING that there is that many! T2:594,597, SG 4:63.

RE-READING YOUR FIRST LETTER

You were acquainted and aware of the moves made and the ones involved. But you appreciated the MISSING LINK - the connection with the ILLUMINATI. Yes, I know most all of those you mention, but I also appreciated the furthering of the influence and power of what this Administration intends to INCREASE - the POWER of B. B. BEACH. I was not aware that he had been appointed STATE or PUBLIC RELATION DEPT. - KISSINGER:

SO MUCH IN COMMON

Have you seen the JOINT BOOK - SO MUCH IN COMMON - 1973. Dr. Lukas Vischer for the WCC and Dr. B. B. Beach - Dept. of Public Affairs, England. About $4.00 from WCC, Geneva, Switzerland. 116 pages.

If they have put him BACK or UP on the ladder - that shows which way the wind blows with this Administration. However those people cannot move any faster than the people ALLOW it. So it is the PEOPLE that are to blame. IT IS their VOTE - what they VOTE for is what they get.

They deserve no better.

No, I did not read COTTRELL'S BOOK - GOD IS WITH US. I try to stay away from their RUBBISH. I only try to get HOT ITEMS to PROVE the PREDICTIONS of EGW. That this is what they would do.
And are they ever **DOING IT** GC 443-5,464-473,606-8. TM 409. T5:80-1,136,211-2,463. And the **OMEGA** in SM 1:200-6. No need to read THEIR **EXPLANATION** of it. But people will follow them by their **FLOCKS** and **HERDS**. It sure would be interesting to find out how many of these Leaders are **OUTRIGHT ILLUMINATI AGENTS** and don't care **BEANS** for this people. Some will find it out in the "**VOICE OF GOD**" HOUR. After the Seven Last Plagues have raked them over. I don't know that I will shed a single tear for them. **MY SYMPATHIES ARE RESERVED FOR THEIR VICTIMS**. As you will see in this mailing, I am acquainted with **ALBERTO** and have been for years. I did not know he **NAMED** the **JESUIT AGENTS** in the Church. I do not want to just quote you - but how can we **AUTHENTICATE THAT?** Is there a **TAPE** where he **NAMED** them? He forgot to name **BEACH**. Or did he?

**TIME SCHEDULE**

1. FTW gabbles since 1960 - **CHARACTER-NATURE CHANGE** right now. **INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION** - **COUNTERFEIT DEVIL-LED MOVEMENT** - GC 471. **SUDDENLY** announces a **CHANGE** in his song and dance. **SPLITS NATURE** down the middle with his little ax - now **HALF of NATURE is CHANGED** when Christ comes. This **SUDDEN** change - 1972.

2. RDB announces the **SAME**! 60 days later. FTW **SUDDENLY ADDS** $50,000.00 to his press building. Not counting the **MACHINERY**. Has money **GALORE** to hire three full-time workers until the Lord decapitates them. On the go steady. Around the World and does **THAT** ever take **MONEY**?

3. I wish someone would check out **VERDICT** Press Building in California. How many buildings? **SIZE**? Number of **CARS, TRUCKS** seen or parked on a working day. I estimated **$50,000.00 THROWN AWAY** to send a shipment **FIRST CLASS** instead of **PRINTED MATTER RATE**. **STEADY STREAM OF FORUMS** in the English speaking World. **ADD UP THE COST** of having agents running way ahead (as does Billy Graham) to arrange **MEETINGS - NEW ZEALAND - AUSTRALIA - ENGLAND - CANADA - U.S.A.** - that takes **MONEY**! Heaps of **MONEY**! And then the announcement to **DOUBLE his MEETING - DOUBLE the output of MAGAZINES**.

**SOME MAGAZINES** he printed **ONE MILLION COPIES**! Mailing list to Ministers alone - 25,000. **OFFERING** them - you want 300 copies for your congregation? We will send them to you **FREE**!
500 - ???. ANY NUMBER! Taking a SEMINARY DEAN away to JOIN RDB. Run around to preach to ADVENTISTS - the ANGLO-CATHOLIC ECUMENICAL LINE! That takes MONEY! HEAPS of MONEY! STAGGERING amount of MONEY! And then add another ANGLO-CATHOLIC (JESUIT?) PRIEST and PAY HIM! (Or does the ILLUMINATI PAY THEM to WATCHDOG the operation?) Having 150 Adventist Ministers sending in HELP-SUGGESTIONS-THESSES - his pledge to work hand in hand with WILSON. Drawing their water from the SAME F.F.BRUCE WELL ONE GREAT MONOLITHIC COMBINE. As predicted in BIBLE and TESTIMONIES. Only one thing to add - MIRACLES!

We believe this will come when SDA PROBATION is OVER! And SUNDAY LAW comes in. Everything will change WORLDWIDE. GC 612,624. SM 2:24,53-4,95,100. T6:400-1. T9:97.

I believe the RDB OPERATION takes ONE MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR and MORE! And THAT does NOT come in by OFFERINGS. Not to cover all that he is doing. That is a FUND.

1972 - When he SWITCHED over to the HEPPENSTALL DOCTRINE - the JEWISH TALMUD - CHARACTER CHANGE when CHRIST COMES!

1970 - SAME as MAXWELL BOOK. In line with the other so-called EVANGELICAL churches. This thing is BIG! So BIG most people don't have the slightest idea. You do not handle such a program on a shoestring. And the Adventists are out to BEAT HIM by doing the SAME! He was the WHIPPING BOY to see if they could make the BREAKTHROUGH! They are both STEPPING IT UP! "So apostasy in the Church will PREPARE the way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444.

"He is about to PUNISH religious bodies...Every false way is a deception, and if sustained will in the end bring DESTRUCTION. Thus the Lord permits those who maintain false plans to be DESTROYED. At the very time when PRAISE and ADULATION is heard - SUDDEN DESTRUCTION comes." RELIEF of SCHOOLS - p.16-7. (1900?)

WHEN I READ THAT - I VISUALIZE some big meeting - what they would call a BREAKTHROUGH! Something they had SCHEMED and PLANNED for a LONG TIME. Finally their dreams come true - some BIG MEETING.
"SUDDENLY, as the lightning flashes in the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 338-9. (210.) DA 379,383,577,628-9.

This sounds like some HUGE AUDITORIUM that may collapse on them, or it could be going up the hill to greet the rising sun on Billy Graham’s EASTER! Ezekiel 8:15-18.

Because it is in "THE OPEN AIR!"

Since the KD&A experience is going to be repeated — it could be a massive EARTHQUAKE. Or an ATOM BOMB. Something is going to happen that the whole World will know about.

And ask: "What is happening to these people?"

Nothing else will stop their arrogance.

When the Holy Spirit leaves them — they will be every bit as HARD as PHARAOH. "I saw that some will be so HARDENED, as to even make sport of the JUDGMENTS of God. THEN the slain of the Lord will be from one end of the Earth, to the other; they will not be lamented, gathered, nor buried; but their ILL-savor will come up from the WHOLE EARTH." PT 32. RH 1:11. September 1849. (LEFT OUT of EW 48 - WHY - ???)

TO THOSE WHO FOR MANY YEARS WOULD NOT LISTEN

To the CHANGES in the books — but who are suddenly WAKING UP — we offer RH 2:105-6. Jan. 11, 1887. If you ever saw the Grim Reaper going through with his scythe — look at this. They even tell you a SNATCH of it is in T5:208,209,210,211. But you better ADD to that — 80,136. T6:405. That is Nov. 4, 1890.

If you ever saw a DECEIVER and a LIAR at work — it was FROOM when he wrote COR so DANIELLS could sign his name to it. There you find what we the people could not CHECK until SM 1:367. 1958. And then 1962 when the six big ARTICLES books became available. But by that time the FROOM DOGMA had become General Conference POLICY which the WILSONS are determined to DEFEND — to this day and to the DEATH!

They will NEVER confess ANYTHING! Only others can come and CONFESS to THEM! The new cult of SIN FORGIVERS.
FROOM/DANIILLS took a snatch from this TESTIMONY and put it in COR 19,105,108,116,117.  FOLLOW and SEE WHY!

I see the SABBATH SENTINEL is advertising FORD in the last issue. Some time ago they advertised BRINSMEAD. The GANGS are forming.

Yes, I sent out the YANNOY BOOK - UNDER WHICH BANNER? to our special list. Too many start a nice jig - when we start dancing to their tune - they SUDDENLY SWITCH! Some, of course, are STOPPED by THREATS of CHARACTER ASSASSINATION or otherwise.

I have been keeping an eye on that PROVONSHA for a long time. So he has a new book by R&H 1974 - GOD IS WITH US. What they are now teaching is so evident we need no more proof. It is here. Just as she said. Right down to the last syllable or silly-bus.

Yes, Hulda Crooks and Drs. Ed and Gus (Martin and Dave) are all part of the HOERN DYNASTY. I suppose we have 35 to 55 medical practitioners of one sort or another, also the "WONDER CHILD OF AMERICA." Along with many GOLD and SILVER MEDALS for scholastic achievement.

Sure would be WONDERFUL if one of them would turn and INVESTIGATE some of the latest CANCER CURES. Or lead out in snapping the chains of Mother Mary - Laodicea.

MOTHER MARY IS DEAD! She can hear NO PRAYERS! And the DOOR to LAODICEA is SHUT! Christ is on the OUTSIDE. That is where we will find Him. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406. How they have worked, like the Jews of Old, to make that message of NON EFFECT! Teaching the young hopefuls in the Seminary that the Ten Virgin Parable is all FINISHED in 1844. What does this mean?

"As Christ sat looking upon the party that waited for the Bridegroom, He told His disciples the story of the Ten Virgins, by their experience illustrating the experience of THE CHURCH that shall live JUST BEFORE His Second Coming." COL 406. GC 393.
"STUDY the published Testimonies FOR THEMSELVES!" SM 3:359. "The 11th HOUR laborers...will see the BATTLE COMING and will give the TRUMPET a certain SOUND. When the CRISIS is upon us...they will come to the FRONT...when PROTESTANTISM and POPERY are COMBINED...Our own land is to become a BATTLEFIELD...when SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming...AMERICA...(What are those DOT-DOT-DOTS? LLM says that is the SDA Headquarters!)...where the GREATEST LIGHT from Heaven has been SHINING...can become the place of GREATEST PERIL and DARKNESS." SM 3:387. "The people must not be left to STUMBLE their way along in DARKNESS, not knowing what is BEFORE THEM!" SM 3:389.

"The Bible will be opened from HOUSE to HOUSE...when the CRISIS COMES...these will confess the TRUTH and become WORKERS with Christ at the 11th Hour...an ARMY of STEADFAST BELIEVERS who will stand FIRM AS A ROCK through the LAST TEST." SM 3:390. "SABBATH KEEPERS...YIELD...until all is LOST to THEM!" p.395. "There will be...TWO ARMIES." p.397.


"Shall the PEOPLE OF GOD who are placed in positions of TRUST voice the words of SATAN against the CHILDREN OF GOD?...All that...hold the TRADITIONS of men. They at last pass over on the side of the enemy...and are written ANTICHRIST...find in ANTICHRIST the center of their UNION...While the TWO PARTIES stand in collision, the Lord will appear." Series A, p.22,63,312.

"Here are plainly represented TWO DISTINCT PARTIES formed from a COMPANY that were ONCE UNITED." RH 5:341. July 18, 1907.

THAT STAR REFERENCE

Took me three or four hours to find. I knew it was there, but did not have in catalogued properly. - 53 -
While the WILSONS call for UNITY - the Lord calls for SEPARATION. The rest of that reference shows the WRONG SIDE - the FOOLISH VIRGIN SIDE - will be "SNARED - STUMBLE - FALL - BE BROKEN" - "THE RUIN of this class is CERTAIN!" And the RUIN of all those who stay with them into "PEEPING - MUTTERING - SEEKING FAMILIAR SPIRITS - MANY WAX WORSE AND WORSE - DECEIVING AND BEING DECEIVED" - "They will not endure SOUND DOCTRINE; but after their own LUSTS shall they HEAP (They now come by HEAPS!) to themselves TEACHERS (Academics, Scholars, Theologians, those trained in LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!" GC 606 (424.) "ENFORCE the observances of THE CHURCH by CIVIL AUTHORITY!" GC 606. GET MAD AS THE DEVIL when they are EXPOSED - UNMASKED before the World as being BABYLON - which they were not until now. GC 607. And see WHY - GC 608.

"...HEAP to themselves TEACHERS having ITCHING EARS; and they shall turn AWAY their EARS from the TRUTH; and shall be turned unto FABLES." (Read on and MARK!) RH 5:341-2.

"We are not be to found...NEUTRAL...The TWO ARMIES will stand DISTINCT and SEPARATE!" SM 3:397, 398, 407.


MISSILE FROM Bro. LONG - sent Nov. 23, 1980. Sorry It is so late. But better late than never.

Dear Friends:
Page 4 - Emphasizes need for daily SPIRITUAL FOOD, which is supposedly furnished by the great number of HUMAN words, in proportion to S.O.P. quotes.
There appears to be about 36 S.O.P. quotes; and at bottom of Daily Lessons at least one reference. There seems to be an increasing tendency to quote less and less of Sr. White; and more and more of the great (?) SCHOLARS of the Church. However, the Author does include many Scripture references.
Now p.7 - 11 lines from bottom: "How can a Christian be a Saint and a sinner at the same time?" Then asks if we perhaps need to redefine terms?

p.13: "Once again we see God adapting Himself to man's needs..." ??? (God CHANGES to suit man-???)

How can we reconcile p.7 - lines 12 & 13 from bottom with call of Rev. 18? Would the truth not be a call NOT TO PARTAKE OF BABYLON'S SINS AND ABOMINATIONS but come and get involved with OURS?

p.57 - 3rd paragraph from bottom left - on down. 1 John 3:9 means you don't CONTINUALLY practice sin; but apparently impossible to avoid some sin. For "THE CHURCH IS COMPOSED OF SINNERS WHO ARE SAINTS." "ONE REASON WHY (SIN) SHOULD BE AVOIDED - (IT) CAN BE A STUMBLING BLOCK TO MANY." (Like the ethic of Pirate Roosts - it is not a SIN to STEAL - it is a CRIME to get CAUGHT!) - Author seems to try to show that "TARES" are also "SAINTS" - it in CHURCH!

p.58 - Note the PARADOX again near top; and down toward last third of page. He asks the difference between a SINNER who is a CHRISTIAN and one who is an uncommitted SINNER - ???

Then the next paragraph seems to be a plea for FRESH (?) SINS, for we should not CONSTANTLY and HELPLESSLY repeat the SAME SIN - ???

Many seem to teach that SIN by Church members is inevitable. Which is the teaching of EVANGELICALISM.

THE FOLLOWING FROM W. L. BRUSBIN BOOK

p.36 - "Living as SINNERS, claiming to be CHRISTIANS."
p.42 - "Satan rejoices to have SINNERS enter the Church as professed Sabbath Keepers."
p.49 - "Wickedness, crimes, and sensuality exist even in HIGH PLACES...in the Church."

DID JESUS WASTE HIS WORDS WHEN HE SAID "Go and sin no more?" p.76 - (EGW) - "Christ always separates the contrite soul from sin." DA 311-2. FLB. 44.

Sincerely,
Earl H. Long
THOUGHT FOR TODAY

If we teach that we must reach higher ground and make an EFFORT - exercise our WILL to OVERCOME and then come SHORT - just what CHANCE do those have who are BOMBARDING our senses with the notion that we must ever live in the QUAGMIRE - LOWLANDS - and can never find that LITTLE NARROW PATH leading to HIGHER GROUND?

"So long as you're green, you can grow.
It's when you think your ripe,
that you begin to get rotten." Billy Southerwood.

OMEGA


96-page paperback for $4.95 - SOMEBODY knows how to make MONEY. 66,800 - six printings by Nov. 29, 1981. SPECTRUM p.59.

(And THIS will only reach 500. What a crying SHAME!)

THAT BOOK

(I am not spending one thin dime on it! I know what it says before I read it.) Appears to follow the SAME LINE as is handed out in every SEMINARY COURSE. A LIE and a HALF!

SEMINARY COURSE T-570 - 1963. p.250. Write to WHITE ESTATE for 9-page copy - ask for their list of publications. ON PURPOSE - NO DATE! But was at least six years after 1903.

By which time "DENOMINATION SAVED FROM PANTHEISTIC TEACHING!" What a wonderful "Savior!" THE OMEGA all over! The denomination ALL CLEAR of such SPIRITUALISTIC SOPHISTRIES! Isn't that truly WONDERFUL! Just leave it to DANIELLS! ONLY TROUBLE IS - ELLEN WHITE KNEW NOTHING ABOUT THAT! DANIELLS HIMSELF QUOTES S-270 p.166:

"LIVING TEMPLE...this is NOT the ONLY production of the kind that will be urged upon the people. Fanciful views will be presented by MANY MINDS."
Fanciful views WILL BE presented by MANY MINDS. What we need to know at this time is, WHAT IS THE TRUTH..." EGW Letter 211. 1903.

---

**CALENDAR OF HISTORICAL EVENTS - 1926 to 1982**

1957 – The QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE book. FROOM POLICY. ANDREASSEN saw through the scheme to UNITE with the other churches. He did not live very long. Such seldom do.

1966 – To feel the pulse of the SDA Ministry – they shipped off RIA – to BILLY GRAHAM’S EVANGELICAL COUNCIL in Berlin, getting ready for the Greatest Show on Earth – the Big Barnum Special – KEY 78. GC 445.


1966 – FROOM/WEEKS revealed the plot to UNITE with BILLY GRAHAM and the CATHOLICS. How to down EGW. This was the Red Letter Day when they started to call themselves "EVANGELICALS" – one "ME-TOO" after the other wrote ARTICLE after ARTICLE – that we always knew we were EVANGELICALS! NOT ONE of the "ME-TOOS" and "AMEN-CHARLIES" saw this – GC 445.


1971 – WILSON/BRINSMEAD struck up a deal to cooperate. This gave rise to:

1972 – BRINSMEAD/HEPPENSTALL/WRIGHT/GROTHEER – CHARACTER - NATURE CHANGE when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! The END of the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY and everything it has to say about CHARACTER BUILDING in probationary time. COL 307-356.

1926-1941 – The true story of JONES and WAGGONER is unknown by this people. 1888 they were right – on a point or two.

- 57 -
Sr. White DID NOT sponsor everything they said - she did not even KNOW what they said. She replied to some things they said - 12 years later. 1900 - SM 1:212,223,237,341. 23 years later. 1911 - AA 383,385. Olson Book p.294-320.

THE CLEVEREST PREACHER this denomination ever had was CANRIGHT. THE GREATEST ENEMY this denomination ever had was CANRIGHT - when he did a TURN-AROUND. Most do not have the faintest idea that JONES and WAGGONER did exactly the SAME: It is written that the ISRAELITES when they gave themselves up to HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS - they were WORSE than the HEATHEN. And so were these.

1903 - JONES and WAGGONER signed over to KELLOGG and LIVING TEMPLE in the ALPHA and stayed with it till the day they died. YET FROOM-WILSON in their book try to palm off the HOAX that they only FALTERED - and in the end NEVER VEERED from the Third Angel's Message. Tell that to the Marines! They UNITED to feed GOSSIP and SLANDER to BALENGER so he could print it!

WHEN WILLIE WHITE with his rose-tinted glasses on almost had his Mother convinced that things were much better since 1888. The Angel arrested her hand: "WRITE IT NOT! No change for the better has taken place!" T8:231. 1903. Magen 310. GOING to BC p.72.

1903 - As the blind see - after 1888 Jones and Waggoner went over on the other side - FROOM-WILSON interpret this that their ENEMIES of 1888 came over on their side. But the TRUTH is slightly different! The ENEMIES of 1888 NEVER gave up! But JONES and WAGGONER GAVE UP. And were preaching the SAME THINGS as their former ENEMIES! That's what happened and we can PROVE IT!

1892 or 1893 - JONES preached in the Marlow Theater in the gangster city of Chicago: "I AM SINLESS-HOLY-SAVED!" The AWAKENING printed the last two chapters as the BEST of Jones' book - THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION - you have never seen a HOLY ROLLER foaming at the mouth worse than JONES in that book - which FROOM and his AWAKENING thought was so wonderful! For they were feeding the SAME THING from church to church by that time.
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BALLINGER fell for that - hook, line and sinker, and took it into 
HOLY FLESH in 1900. From there they graduated into 
LIVING TEMPLE in 1903. She gave an avalanche of Testimonies 
against that. Three things happened:

(1) Denial of Sanctuary Truths - no Court needed because:
(2) I AM SAVED—SINLESS—HOLY! SPIRITUALISM! GC 471,554.
(3) THEREFORE, SANCTIFICATION requires no LIFETIME and no 
WORKS! FROOM—ANDERSON—WILSON hit that theme hard 
for the last two decades. BY FAITH ALONE!

"Bro. A.T. JONES...you repeated several times that WORKS 
amounted to NOTHING; that there were NO CONDITIONS...I 
knew that minds would be CONFUSED...THERE ARE CONDI- 
TIONS to our receiving JUSTIFICATION and SANCTIFICATION, 
and the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ...It is IMPOSSIBLE for even 
one soul to be saved WITHOUT GOOD WORKS...God does 
NOTHING for man without his COOPERATION!" SM 1:377,381. 
1893.

1893 - This was the 'Y' in the road. CANRIGHT—BALLINGER— 
FROOM—DANIELS—RICHARDS—NICHOLS—WILSON—PEASE—VENDEN— 
and the CABOODLE wanted I AM SAVED by STUPIDITY A- 
LONE! Just like the other churches! THEREFORE no JUDGMENT 
is needed. No Most Holy PLACE! Daniel 8:9,11,12,13,14,17,23. 
(Until the OMEGA shall come! Followed by DESOLATIONS! 
Hosea 4:14.

1982 - To face 1982, we need a RULE of THUMB!
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 2, 1995

WE ARE HISTORIANS - WE TELL YOU WHAT HAPPENED

"THERE WAS WAR IN HEAVEN - SATAN AND HIS ANGELS WERE CAST OUT!

THERE WAS WAR - BUT NOT ONE DIED.

THE FIRST DEATH THE UNIVERSE SAW - WAS CAIN KILLED ABEL.

HE DID NOT WORSHIP THE WAY THE ELDER WANTED HIM TO.

ABEL WAS AN "INDEPENDENT" - BUT THEN AS NOW -

YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO BE AN INDEPENDENT INDIVIDUAL -

THE ELDER IS THERE TO TELL YOU HOW TO WORSHIP -

"OR ELSE!"

THAT IS THE SPIRIT OF CAIN THE KILLER -

AND THE PHARISEE CHURCH LEADERS -

WHO ARE ALSO KILLERS.

IF YOU LET THEM HAVE THEIR WAY - THEY WILL KILL THE

VERY "SON OF GOD!" SHE CALLED THE ADVENTIST CHURCH

LEADERS - PHARISEES! - 33 TIMES IN 1888 MATERIALS. ALSO

"KORAH, DATHAN, AND ABIRAMI!"

WHO WERE KD&A - ???

THEY WERE CHURCH LEADERS - THEY DEFIED MOSES - THEY

DEFIED GOD. GOD HAS A COUNCIL IN HEAVEN - FOUR AND

TWENTY ELDERS! KD&A DEFIED THEM! "THE CONGREGATION

IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!"

THE WORD OF GOD

"THE WAGES OF SIN - IS DEATH!"

I TAKE IT THAT THE GROUND OPENING UP WAS THE GREATEST

MIRACLE EVER PERFORMED ON EARTH-!!! SO I AM SLIGHTLY

INTERESTED THAT THIS MIRACLE OR ITS EQUIVALENT WILL BE


REPEATED FOR THE SAME REASON! THE DECLARATION THAT

THE ALLEGED LOVE OF GOD IS UNLIMITED! NO LIMIT! (FORD-

BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT.)
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WE THOUGHT THAT WAS "THE OMEGA!"
AS FAR AS THEY COULD GO—!!! BUT, NO!
THAT "27 THING!"

SOME OF THE GREATEST BULL EVER GIVEN TO MAN!
BEFORE THEY GET INTO THE "27!" THEY TELL YOU THE THEME
THROUGHOUT THE BOOK—THE LOVE OF GOD IS NOW:
"UNCONDITIONAL!" p.vii.

AN INSANE GOD—AND AN INSANE RELIGION! "UNCONDITIONAL—
ALL" NO CONDITIONS! THE ALLEGED "LOVE!" OF GOD IS
THERE! NO CONDITIONS! THEN THERE IS NO SIN! "LOVE!"
SUPERCEDES SIN! IS IT NOT "UNCONDITIONAL—??!!" p.vii,25,
32,305—(NEAL C. WILSON AND 194 OTHERS! p.v.) Not only is
this "LOVE!" UNCONDITIONAL—IT IS ALSO "INEXHAUSTIBLE!"
p.6. And this is "THE BIBLE, AND THE BIBLE ALONE!" p.viii.
THERE THEY THUMBED THEIR NOSE AT THE PROPHET THAT
GOD SENT—!!!

YES! WE UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU'RE TELLING US!
LOUD AND CLEAR—!!!

WE ARE HISTORIANS! WE ARE ALSO PROPHETS!

"HE THAT RECEIVETH A PROPHET IN THE NAME OF A PROPHET
SHALL RECEIVE A PROPHET'S REWARD!" MAT. 10:41.
"DESPISE NOT PROPHESYINGS! PROVE ALL THINGS!" 1
THESS. 5:20-1.

PHARAOH OF EGYPT WOULD NOT LET "MY PEOPLE GO!" YOU
KNOW THE STORY. ONE PLAGUE FOLLOWED THE OTHER. UN-
TIL FINALLY ALL THE "FIRSTBORN" OF BOTH MAN AND BEAST
WERE SLAIN. PP 274. EX. 11 and 12. SO THEY BEGGED THEM
TO GO AND GAVE THEM GOLD AND SILVER AND RAIMENT.
SOP 1:204.

BUT PHARAOH REPENTED OF HIS "WEAKNESS" and took after
the ISRAELITES with all his ARMY and 600 IRON CHARIOTS!
SOP 1:206. AND ALL THE PRIESTS. PP 283.

SPIRIT OF PROPHECY—BOOK ONE—1870. (Also called: THE
GREAT CONTROVERSY) —was CHANGED BY HABITUAL DRUNK-
ARD URIAH SMITH INTO PATRIARCHS AND PROPHETS in 1890—
20 YEARS LATER! AND CHANGED THE TEXT!
"AS MORNING BROKE!" SO SAYS URIAH SMITH. (PP 287.)
GOD HAD TRICKED THE EGYPTIAN HORDES AND FOOL THEM
IN THE NIGHT - IN THE MORNING LIGHT THEY SAW THEY HAD
BEEN TRICKED BY GOD - THEY ATTEMPTED TO FLEE BACK TO
SHORE BUT THE WATERS CLOSED IN AND "AS MORNING
BROKE!" THEIR DEAD BODIES LAY UPON THE SHORE. URIAH
SMITH. (PP 287-8.)

"IN THE MORNING!" ELLEN WHITE (SOP 1:209) THE EGYPTIAN
HORDES WERE VERY MUCH ALIVE! THEY HAD NOT BEEN
TRICKED! THEY WENT INTO THE RED SEA WITH THEIR EYES
OPEN! ENRAGED THAT THE ISRAELITES WERE HALF-WAY
THROUGH THE RED SEA - TODAY THE IRON CHARIOT AXLES
ARE FOUND WITH ONE WHEEL MISSING!

ADVENTISTS - PREFERING FALSE PROPHET URIAH SMITH ARE
FOOLING THE WHOLE CIVILIZED WORLD BY GIVING THEM THE
CHANGED BOOKS-!!! THIS IS A CRIMINAL ACT-!!! NO!
WE ARE NOT GOING TO BE SILENT! WHAT THEY DID IS UN-
FORGIVABLE! Are you GUILTY, TOO-??? YOU GO ALONG
WITH THEM-??? YOUR GOD IS A TRICKY GOD-???

GOD AND CHRIST COULD NOT USE DECEPTION -
SATAN - BY LYING OFTEN GAINED THE ADVANTAGE -

UNTIL

UNTIL WHAT-??? UNTIL HE SHOWED HIS REAL CHARACTER -

BY CRUCIFYING THE PRINCE OF LIGHT-!!! TO PUT A CAP ON -

"EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!"

***** (A) SATAN IS GIVEN A "THOUSAND YEAR REST!" FROM
HIS BUSY SCHEDULE.
***** (B) THE EARTH IS DESOLATE! NO ONE TO TEMPT - THE
EVIL ANGELS TAKE AFTER EACH OTHER.
***** (C) THE UNIVERSE - LOOKING ON - WILL SEE A MAD-
HOUSE - AN INSANE ASYLUM!
***** (D) "GOD IS LOVE!" WITHOUT GOD - THERE IS NO
"LOVE!" NOR "ORDER!"
***** (E) SATAN KNOWS THE PROPHECIES. HE KNOWS THE
HOLY CITY WILL COME DOWN AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS!
***** (F) HE IS GOING TO TRY ONE LAST FLING! HE IS
GOING TO TAKE THE "HOLY CITY!"
***** (G) THE END OF THE "HERBERT W. ARMSTRONG
RELIGION!"
THE "JW RELIGION!" THE "MORMON RELIGION!" MOST ALL
EVANGELICAL RELIGIONS!" BECAUSE: "THE REST OF THE DEAD
LIVED NOT AGAIN UNTIL THE 1,000 YEARS WERE FINISHED!"
REV. 20:5.

*****(H) SATAN TRIED FRANTICALLY TO FIND THE "KEY TO
LIFE!" AND COULD NOT FIND IT. SO THE NEXT BEST THING - IS BE
READY WHEN THE DEAD ARISE! JUST A FEW WORDS BUT
TREMENDOUS MEANING! I STUDIED THIS ALL OUT FROM THE
COMMON "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" BEFORE I KNEW THERE
WAS THE 1884.

*****(I) "AT THE CLOSE OF THE 1,000 YEARS...THE WICKED
DEAD ARISE...THE SAME SPIRIT OF REBELLION...NOW SATAN
PREPARES...WITH FIENDISH EXULTATION HE POINTS TO THE
UNNUMBERED MILLIONS...AND DECLARES THAT AS THEIR
LEADER HE IS WELL ABLE TO OVERTHROW THE CITY...ALL
IMMEDIATELY PREPARE FOR BATTLE. SKILLFUL ARTISANS CON-
STRUCT IMPLEMENTS OF WAR...SUCH AS WAS NEVER SUM-
MONED BY EARTHLY CONQUERORS, SUCH AS THE COMBINED
FORCES OF ALL AGES SINCE WAR BEGAN ON EARTH COULD
NEVER EQUAL!" GC 662-4.

*****(J) THE SCENE IS MERCIFULLY HID FROM US. BUT USE
YOUR IMAGINATION. PREPARING FOR THIS WAR FOR 100
YEARS! ISA. 65:20. THEY DO NOT JUST PICK THEMSELVES UP AND
MARCH ON THE CITY. PEOPLE FROM THE OTHER END OF THE
WORLD WOULD DROP DEAD BEFORE THEY GOT VERY FAR.
AMONG JEEPS, TRUCKS, BUSES, BULLDOZERS, THEY MUST
HAVE HOUSES, BARRACKS, FOOD, FACTORIES, MACHINE
SHOPS, DANCE HALLS, BREWERIES, HUGE PIG FARMS,
TOBACCO FIELDS - ALL THIS BEFORE - BEFORE - BEFORE -
THEY ARE RESSURECTED!!! SATAN AND HIS ANGELS WILL BE
BUSY TO HAVE ALL THIS READY FOR THEM!!! THEY WILL NOT BE
WITHOUT THEIR CIGARS, HAM SANDWICHES, UNIFORMS - THERE
WILL BE NO BABIES TO WORRY ABOUT - ADVENTISTS WILL BE PUT IN
CHARGE OF HOSPITALS, AS THERE WILL BE FIGHTS OVER WOMEN
- NO DISEASE - SHOULD BE LIKE HEAVEN ON EARTH!!!

*****(K) "AT LAST THE ORDER TO ADVANCE IS GIVEN...BY
COMMAND OF JESUS, THE GATES OF THE NEW JERUSALEM
ARE CLOSED." GC 664 (478). DO YOU SEE THE PICTURE-???
THE GATES WERE OPEN! ANYONE FROM THE CAMPS OF THE
WICKED COULD HAVE COME INTO THE CITY! BUT NOT ONE
WANTED TO LEAVE THE COMPANY HE WAS IN! IT WAS THE SAME
IN THE DAYS OF NOAH - NOT ONE LEFT THE REBELLIOUS CULT
AND ENTERED THE ARK!!! NOT ONE!!! EVEN WITH NOAH
GIVING A FINAL CALL!!! NOT ONE WOULD BREAK AWAY! THEY
SAW THE MIRACLE OF ANIMALS COMING - TWO BY TWO AND BY
SEVENS.
BABY ANIMALS to get in the ARK, the SKY was BLACKENED with the BIRDS that came, did ONE break away and help NOAH and his FAMILY put them in the CAGES—???

*****(L) When the WORLD CONVERGES ON THE CITY - not ONE left behind - they come to the WALLS - TRANSPARENT GOLD-RUBIES - hands on the TRIGGERS - not one is pulled! They see the SUPERIOR BEINGS INSIDE - and they KNOW the 100 YEARS WAS FOR NOTHING! They RECOGNIZE the ones they knew - WHO IS HE WITH NOW—???

**OH! HE IS "MARRIED!" TO A WOMAN 2,000 YEARS OLDER THAN HIMSELF! THEN THE SAINTS TAKE OFF AND FLY TO THE TOP OF THE WALL AND LOOK DOWN ON THOSE OUTSIDE. EW 53. THE WICKED ARE EARTHBOUND, they cannot FLY!**

*****(M) "The MULTITUDES are filled with FURY. "WE ARE LOST!...and YOU are the CAUSE of our RUIN!" and they TURN upon the FALSE SHEPHERDS...The SWORDS that were to SLAY GOD'S PEOPLE, are now employed to DESTROY THEIR ENEMIES. EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED...THE FALSE WATCHMEN ARE THE FIRST TO FALL. There is NONE to PITY or to SPARE!" GC 656.

*****(N) This may not be the RIGHT REFERENCE - it does not matter - it gives the IDEA! GOD NEVER MAKES A MOVE UNLESS ALL AGREE - SATAN HIMSELF (WITH MIKE CLUTE BESIDE HIM!) WILL BOW AND CONFESSION THAT HE IS BETTER OFF DEAD! GC 669,670. T4:493. "NO ETERNALLY BURNING HELL!" GC 674. And as we wing our way to WORLDS AFAR...LOVE, REFERENCE, and HAPPINESS INCREASE! GC 674. ONE THING I HAVE ALWAYS LOVED - THE ONES WE HAD AS COMPANIONS ON EARTH - WILL REMAIN OUR COMPANIONS FOR ALL ETERNITY! DO WE HAVE ONE STAR IN OUR CROWN—???

Thought for Today - December 3, 1995

*****(Q) THE SAINTS ARE IN HEAVEN FOR 1,000 YEARS. THIS WORLD IS IN DISPUTE - SATAN STILL CLAIMS IT. SO THE COURT MUST CONVENE IN HEAVEN FOR 1,000 YEARS. GOING OVER NAME AFTER NAME.

*****(P) GC 658-661. All the WICKED are DEAD. GC 657. THE EARTH WILL BE ONE FIREBALL! EVEN THE "ELEMENTS SHALL MELT WITH FERVENT HEAT...BURNED UP...DISSOLVED!" 2 Peter 3:7,10-12.

*****(Q) IN THE FLOOD - SATAN FEARED FOR HIS VERY EXISTENCE. PP 99. SOP 1:74. AGAIN, he is CONFINED to this EARTH - he is NOT FREE to ANNOY and TEMPT OTHER WORLDS. EW 290.
(R) THE WORLD will be delivered to SATAN as GOD FOUND IT before he CREATED ALL LIFE ON EARTH! "HERE YOU ARE, SATAN! DO YOUR STUFF! LET'S SEE YOU CREATE!"

(S) I USED TO HAVE THE REFERENCE. ELDER COON SAID THERE IS A HIDDEN VALLEY ON EARTH WHERE SATAN HAS HIS HEADQUARTERS. SR. WHITE HEARD BEAUTIFUL MUSIC COMING FROM THAT VALLEY. (AFTER ALL SATAN LED THE CHOIR IN HEAVEN!) SATAN, not allowed on other PLANETS, CONFINED TO THIS ONE, BEING A BRILLIANT STUDENT OF PROPHECY, could, PRESUMEDLY - gather SEEDS, SPORES, GRAIN, EVEN HORSES, PIGS and other ANIMALS, - and his UNTOLD MILLIONS OF EVIL ANGELS COULD PLANT (SEED) TREES WORLDWIDE so that in a few HUNDRED YEARS, he would have HUGE FORESTS from which to SAW LUMBER for HOMES and FACTORIES. Among which would be the BEST FRUIT TREES to FEED HIS INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES! COTTON FIELDS FOR CLOTHING. NO WEED SEEDS!

FACTORIES FOR NAILS!

(T) IMAGINE SATAN DRIVING A NAIL! To build HUGE AUDITORIUMS FOR ASSEMBLY AND ENTERTAINMENT! WHERE THE WICKED Hordes COULD LIVE DURING THE 100 YEARS! (ISA. 65:20.) AS THEY BUILD THEIR WEAPONS OF WAR—!!! TODAY A SLAB OF CONCRETE CAN BE LAID - BOLTS TO BOLT DOWN THE LATHES AND MACHINERY AND HAVE THE FACTORY OPERATING IN A FEW WEEKS—!!! MINEs, SMELTERS, TRUCKS, ALL ARE NECESSARY! MILLIONS AT WORK! BUT THEY NEED THEIR CIGARS, BEER, HUGE PIG FARMS, DANCE HALLS, JAILS, they need the WORKS! ONE HUNDRED YEARS! GET READY!

(U) 100 years! THAT IS A SPAN OF TIME FEW TODAY ACQUIRE! It cannot be said that GOD DID NOT GIVE THEM EVERY OPPORTUNITY! But they made ONE FATAL MISTAKE! "FORCE!" They were going to GAIN everything by "FORCE!" Will they spend that 100 years planning on PEACE—?? That was the MISTAKE the PHARISEES MADE!

(V) "BLESSED ARE THE PEACEMAKERS!" MATT. 5:9. OH! NO! GIVE US BARABBAS! HE'S A MAN AFTER OUR OWN HEART! "FORCE!" "KILL!" "WEAPONS!" "CONSCIENTIOUS COOPERATORS!" IN EVERY WAR - RIGHT IN THE FRONT LINES! SO THEY WILL BE AS THEY MARCH TO TAKE THE HOLY CITY! THEY CANNOT BE DIFFERENT! "OPERATION WHITE-COAT!" SATAN CAN USE SUCH—!!! RIGHT UP HIS ALLEY—!!! "BLESSED ARE THE PEACEMAKERS—???

(W) They will win by "FORCE!" TAKE what they want. NO RIGHTS! for the other side!
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THAT IS THE PHARISEE! "There is NO ROOM for JESUS in the HEART of such a person!" MB 7 (17). "They feel that they are FULL, therefore they go away EMPTY!" (Same.)

*****(X) We cannot feel SORRY for the FATE of PHARISEES! Rather we REJOICE that the UNIVERSE is at last FREE of such DIRT and RUBBISH! EW 82-3. "I SHOUTED for very JOY!" (Same.) "REJOICE over her, thou HEAVEN, and ye Holy Apostles and Prophets; for GOD hath AVENGED you on her!" REV. 18:20. No. We don't go around stepping on our underlip - we REJOICE that they HAD THEIR CHANCE and BLEW IT! And if we SYMPATHIZED with these APOSTATES - we might have let them LEAD US ASTRAY! THEREFORE "A man that is an HERETIC after the FIRST and SECOND ADMONITION - "REJECT!" Titus 3:10. (READ ALL OF TITUS--!!!)

*****(Y) NOT DO as the CHURCHES TELL YOU TO DO-- keep CHASING them until they GET YOU DOWN!!! MAINTAIN YOUR MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD - MAINTAIN YOUR DIGNITY! REJECT THEM! THIS MAY EVEN OPEN THEIR EYES!!! LET THE WHOLE CHURCH KNOW - THAT YOUR SEAT IS EMPTY! YOU LEFT BECAUSE YOU COULDN'T TAKE ANY MORE! SINCERE FRIENDS WILL VISIT YOU TO FIND OUT WHY-???. There will be more people WON over the DINNER TABLE than in that GREAT CATHEDRAL! "WE LEFT THE HORSES AND WENT ON FOOT, IN SINGLE FILE, ONE FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF ANOTHER!" LS 190. THE PRECIOUS ARE ALWAYS - ONE BY ONE! WE CAN CHOOSE - TO BE PRECIOUS!

*****(Z) ONE BY ONE - T2:594. PRAISE GOD! Do not follow a MULTITUDE to do EVIL-!!!

WE STARTED DEC. 7, 1995 - SWITCHED OVER TO "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" - "TORONTO BLESSING!" - and ended up with the REALLY BIG ONE - "PROMISE KEEPERS!" 1200 WORKERS to put out 2.6 MILLION PUBLICATIONS EACH MONTH! ANNUAL BUDGET OF MORE THAN $100 MILLION-!!!

NOW WE FIND ADVENTISTS ARE WITH IT!

SO WE REVIEW WHAT WE HAVE OF THIS MOVEMENT!

HENCE PUBLICATION No. 727.

"GOING WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING!" EW 88,263.
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A RULE OF THUMB = FOR TODAY.

while the Leader-SHIP is going WILD with what all THEY will do to bring in that "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE", as they "FINISH" the Work. How will it be if they are "FINISHED" and NOT ONE that they bring in - will be Saved! -

NOT ONE.

"When the MAJORITY forsake us...when CHAMPIONS are FEW = THIS will be our TEST!" T5:136. And that same Book tells us that the "CONSERVATIVE CLASS" will "RENOUNCE" the Faith and take their Stand with it's avowed "ENEMIES" as they follow BRINSMEAD=FORD and ANDREWS=UNIVERSITY, in POURING through the UNKNOWING WISDOM of the BILLY GRAHAMS=F.F.BRICE=MOODY=SPURGEON=and 666. other BAAL-PRIESTS so that God will have to write them off in their OMEGA.

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2,463.

WHAT IS THAT RULE OF THUMB?

Instead of the Last Message in that SEA OF BLACK, God gives a MIDNIGHT CRY: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406. The WISE will UNDERSTAND=the FOOLS and the "ME-TOOS" will remain. "A Companion of FOOLS will be DESTROYED!" Prov. 13:20, 23. While the WISE "JOIN" a "MOVEMENT" that shall COME!, GC 464. Called a "PROCESSION" in COL 406. The "WISE" of Daniel 12:10. PK 516=will "UNDERSTAND!"

They will "UNDERSTAND" the OMEGA!" Hour.

And they will "MEET IT"=full STEAM AHEAD! SM 1:205. MEET the "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" SM 1:204. Do not "JOIN" this "NEW ORGANIZATION." SM 2:390. No matter how they JIGGLE around to CHANGE that TESTIMONY! (Be WISE as OWLS)=

AND AVOID THIS:

"In 1888...at MINNEAPOLIS...the Angel of Rev.18, (the Angel of SEPARATION!)=came down to His work, and was RIDICULED, CRITICIZED, and REJECTED, and when the Message he brings AGAIN will swell into a (REAL!) "LOUD CRY" it will AGAIN be RIDICULED, and SPOKEN AGAINST, and REJECTED by the MAJORITY!" BRISBIN 10-11. "TAKING UP A REPROACH" (Will some one find this in GCB 1893?) Find the same in:


WHO has "SPOKEN AGAINST" the FROOM=DANIELLS 1941 COR BOOK? The FROOM=WILSON "MOVEMENT-OF-DESPERATION" BOOK?
The JONES=WAGGNER BOOKS written after they SIGNED over to BALLANGER and KELLOGG? Who has HATED the WIELAND=SHORT BOOKS after 1950? The VENDEN=PEASE BOOKS? And 1,000 other BOOKS including the F.F.BRICE BOOK? This is our "RULE OF THUMB!" = there has to be SOMETHING WRONG! The TRUTH is NEVER THAT POPULAR!